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CHAPTER I
A MILITARY BACKGROUND FOR SCHOOL X
Nature of Problem
The purpose of this thesis is to establish a program of studies
adapted, from the standpoint of selection, organization, and method of
presentation of tne courses, to the requirements of a secondary school en
rolling transient children. In this case "transient" children are chil-
dren whose fathers are in the marine corps or navy, who stay in a loca-
tion for one to three years, and who come to the local community from
any one of fifty to sixty locales at any and at all times of the year.
The problem, tnen, is an aggravated one of providing for individual
differences.
Sources of Data
School-board members .— Present and past members of the school board
gave the writer verbal information concerning the school’s history from
1922 until 1956 . This information has been employed for use in giving
the background of organization of School X.
School records .— Definite information about a pupil or the school
prior to the school year 1956~i937 is extremely difficult to gather. Un
til the writer went to the school in August, 195^» no system of keeping
records had been established. A few scattered records were brougnt to-
gether at that time, and the policy was begun not only of keeping perman
- 1 -
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2ent record-cards of all pupils but also of following up pupils in schools
to which they transferred to discover what programs of studies they pur-
sued. Many schools, however, did not reply to letters sent, or blanks
sent tnem to fill out. Therefore, information that might have proved
of assistance in building a program of studies for the school, was not
available in the school records.
From the school records of the fall of 195S, Table 1, which follows,
was constructed. The table is based upon the total enrollment of School
X, on October 25, 19pS. Tnis table is constructed to show the percentages
of pupils trained in centers furnishing pupils at the school. Table 2 is
closely associated with Table 1, and gives similar information to that
in Table 1, except that column 4 is eliminated. None of the programs of
study used in foreign countries or possessions was considered in this
thesis. Table 2 is presented to give the reader an idea of the number
of places outside the United States from which pupils come to the school.
Table 1. Data to Show Possible Sources for Programs ofjStudies to Be Com-
pared, and Which Ones of These Were Retained.
City or Town
Number
of Pupils
Trained
There
Percentage
of Pupil 1 s
Total Train-
ing Done
There
Was
School
Retained
in Final
Comparison
Reasons for Retaining
or Discarding a Pos-
sible Program of
Studies
CD
San Diego, Califor-
(2) (5) (4) (5)
nia 64 11 No Could not get; simi-
lar to Long Beach
District of Columbia
Beaufort, South Caro
lina-7
—
7 Yes Appreciable number;
9$> in private schools
29 5 Yes One of most common
stations
1/ Data compiled on total enrollment of School X, grades two through eleven.
a/ This includes Parris Island, South Carolina.
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Table 1. (concluded)
Number
of Pupils
Percentage
of Pupil 1 s
fVas
School Reasons for Retaining
City or Town Irained
There
Total Train-
ing Done
There
Retained
in Final
Comparison
or Discarding a Pos-
sible Program of
Studies
(1)
Long Beach, Califor-
(2) (5) (4) ( 5 )
One of most common
nia 25 4 Yes stations
Norfolk, Virginia 12 2 Yes One of most common
stations
Annapolis, Maryland 11 2 No 6k% in private schools
Bremerton, Washingto a 11 2 Yes Growing station
Ooronado
,
California 11 2 No Could not get; simi-
lar to Long Beach
New York, New York 11 2 No 75/« in private schools
Pensacola, Florida 10 2 Yes Growing station
Quantico, Virginia 10 2 No School only trains
through grade 7
Boston, Massachusett
Philadelphia, Pennsy
B 9
L-
2 No 67?" in private schools
vania
Private School, -iuan
9 2 No o6;« in private schools
tico, Virginia 9 2 No School is now closed
Montgomery, Alabama 9 2 No 56^ in private schools
Newport, Rhose Islan
Portsmoutn, New Hamp
i 8 1 Yes A common station
shire 8 1 Yes A common station
Baltimore, Maryland
Fredericksburg, Vir-
7 1 No in private schools
ginia 0 1 No When buildings now un-
der construction on
the Post are com-
pleted families now
forced to live in
Fredericksburg will
move on to the re-
servation.
Fort Benning, Georgi 1 5 1 No Both public and private
schools involved.
Arlington, Virginia 5 1 No Unusual for family to
be here.
La Jolla, California 5 1 No Could not get, simi-
lar to Long Beach.
4 towns, each 4 1 No Percentage too small
6 tov/ns
,
each 5 1 No Percentage too small
22 towns
,
each 2 less than 1 No Percentage too small
69 towns , each 1 less than 1 No Percentage too small
•
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Table 2. Foreign Countries and Possessions, iVhose Programs of Studies Have
not Been Considered,—'
Foreign Country or Possession
Number of Pupils
Trained There
Percentage of Pupil
Total Training Re-
ceived There
CD (2) (?)
Port-au-Prince, Haiti 45 7
Peiping, China 12 2
Honolulu, Hawaii 11 2
Shanghai
,
China 11 2
St. Thomas, Virgin Islands 9 2
Guantanamo
,
Cuba 5 1
Corinto, Nicaragua 4 1
Cristobal, Canal Zone 4 1
Guam 4 1
American Samoa 5 1
Paris, France 2 less than one
Brussels, Belgium 1 less than one
Cavite, Philippine Islands 1 less than one
Olanpago, Philippine Islands 1 less than one
Colon, Canal Zone 1 less than one
San Juan, Puerto Rico 1 less than one
Tientsin, China 1 less than one
xinnipeg, Canada 1 less than one
In Table 5 will be found data giving further emphasis to the problem
of aggravated individual differences found in School X,
2/
Table School Data, October 2b, 195&*
Description Number Percentage
CD
Total enrollment
(?)
Number of pupils dropped, to date 10 3
Number of late registrants, to date 28 9
Number of sections training pupils
Number of states in United States and Dis-
165 “*
trict of Columbia represented in the
school 51 79
Number of foreign countries and possessions
represented in the school
,
14
1
20
Data compiled on total enrollment of School X, grades two through eleven,
2/ Data compiled on total enrollment of School X, grades two through eleven,
a/ 101 pupils in grades seven through eleven.
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Table 5* (concluded)
Description Number Percentage
(1)
Number of Pupils having received part of their
(2) (5)
training by the Calvert System
Number of pupils enrolled in this school once
17 5
before
Number of pupils enrolled in this school more
57 19
than once before 5 2
If the proportion of pupils who attend post-secondary institutions were
known, this knowledge could be of assistance in building a program of stud-
ies for the school. For example, such knowledge might reveal a high per-
centage attending secretarial schools, in which case the school should prob-
ably offer some commercial courses; or a high percentage attending the
United States Naval Academy, in which case the school should offer all
courses in whicn tne pupils would be examined. As the school was organized
during 1957"1958, the tenth was the final grade. Therefore, the school has
had no problem with respect to articulation with college. However, a class
of seven graduated from School X in 1957* and five of this class graduated
in June, 1958, from high schools in Virginia, the District of Columbia,
and the Canal Zone. The other two who completed the tenth grade in 1957*
are attending schools in Kansas and California, from which they will be
graduated in June, 1959. Among this class of seven pupils two are in uni-
versities, one is in secretarial school, two are taking post-graduate work
in high school preparatory to talking United States Naval Academy entrance
examinations in 1959 * one more will attend college, and the seventh one
is preparing for the United States Military Academy entrance examinations.
•gy,a:wgjr
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Twenty-two were graduated from grade ten in 195&, and twenty-four or
twenty-five will probably be graduated from grade eleven (newly added to
the school) in May, 1959* Grades seven, eight, and nine enroll the largest
classes, as after that many of the pupils attend private boarding schools,
so that their high-school training may progress uninterrupted.
State and local departments of education ,— From the state departments
of education in California, Washington, Florida, South Carolina, Virginia,
Rhode Island, and hew Hampshire general requirements (if any) to be met in
all of the public schools of these states were secured. From tne superin-
tendents of Long 3each and Vallejo, California, Bremerton, Washington, Pen-
sacola, Florida, Beaufort, South Carolina, Norfolk and Prince William Coun-
ty, Virginia, the District of Columbia, Newport, Rhode Island, and Ports-
mouth, New Hampshire, local programs of studies were secured. These states
and cities were selected for comparison of programs of studies as they fur-
nish the greatest proportion of pupils at the school.
Other sources of information ,— The publications of the National Survey
of Secondary Education proved of invaluable assistance in finding the gener-
al trends in education and the specific trends in subject-matter fields as
well as in suggestions for plans of organization and means of presentation
of courses. Other useful published works dealt with testing programs,
transient children in education, and the problems confronting small schools.
Two unpublished theses dealing with transient pupils and education on mili-
tary reservations were useful for comparisons and information.
Previous Work in Field
Unrelated literature dealing with the education of transient pupils.—

In searching through the card-index files, guides, and stacks in the Boston
University School of Education Library and the Boston Public Library, as
well as the lists from tne Office of Education in Washington, L,C., the
writer found several articles dealing with the transient pupil. This "tran-
sient pupil was often one moving with his parents as they went from job to
job, one receiving intermittent education in a prison, one receiving train-
ing in a Civilian Conservation Corps camp, or one stopping at a resort for
a few weeks or months with his parents. Two of these works were Murchison’s
study of American White Criminal Intelligence , and Edward Ambrose Crowell's
master's thesis at the George Peabody College for Teachers, Nashville,
1/
Tennessee, entitled Comparative Study of Transient Children in Floriaa.
Related literature .— Dealing with problems having bearing on hers, the
writer found but two pertinent studies. These were both theses. The first
was an unpublished master's thesis -^ dealing with the transient pupils of
the Panama Canal Zone schools. The pupils dealt with in the schools of the
Canal Zone are of two distinct types: those children of government employees
who reside in the Zone for their entire school course, and those children
of government employees who move every one to three years. Thus an excel-
lent opportunity was offered to make comparisons of two groups of children
with similar backgrounds, under the same conditions.
The other study was a doctor's dissertation dealing with army post
1/ Other articles were: P.ff. Coe, "Education of Transients", School and
Society (Oct. $1 , 19^6) 44:581-584; and H.W. Oxley, "Organizing for Educa-
tion", School Life (October 1957) 23*51. These articles dealt with educa-
tion in the C.C.C. camps.
2/ Guy E. Joy, Some Aspects of a Moving Population. A Comparative Study of
Transient Children in the Panama Canal Zone Schools . Master's thesis. Uni-
versity of Michigan, unpublished, 1955* v / 4j p.

schools-^ of three types: officers', enlisted men's, and children's. Though
it purports to include the century 1821 to 1921, it actually continues
through 19^6. Mr. Iversen's tracing of the children's schools from their
2/
authorization by General Winfield Scott in 1821 to date, can be traced in
parallel (though in a much smaller way) in the school with which this thesis
deals.
Relation of military schools to establishing one Office of Education .
—
Although is has no bearing upon this thesis, Mr. Iversen brought out a most
interesting sidelight (to the writer) in his dissertation. Directly follow-
ing the Givil War a representative from Ohio, James A. Garfield, was instru-
mental in steering through Congress laws aiding post schools, especially
the law of 1866, whereby these schools were established for the next half
V
century.”' From his study of conditions of education provided for children
on government reservations, as compared with that offered to children in
cities and towns. Representative Garfield became vitally interested in educa-
tion and its improvement. On March 2, I867 , he pusned an Act through Con-
5/gress to establish a Department of Education in Washington.
l/ William Lincoln Iversen, United States Military Rost Schools . 1821-1921.
Doctor *8 dissertation, Leland Stanford University, 195^, 64^ p.
2/ Act of Congress, March 2, 1821, approved Army Regulations providing for
financing of post schools for instruction of children.
2/ In the recently published study. Education of Children on Federal Reser-
vations
.
Lloyd S. Blanch ana William L. Iversen, Staff Study No. 17, The Ad-
visory Committee on Education, United States Government Printing Office, 1959
*
Chapter III is based upon Mr. Iversen's doctor's dissertation. This chapter
is entitled, "Federal Policy Regarding Education on Military Posts". In
Chapter V, p. 35-45 direct reference to reservation schools and their problem
is made.
4/ United States, Statutes at Lar^e . 1789-1875* volume XIV, p. 55^*
5/ United States. Statutes at Large, 1789-1875* volume XIV, p. 4^4.
.•
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An Act to establish a Department of Education .... at the city
of Washington .... for the purpose of collecting such statistics and
facts as shall show the condition and progress of education in the
several states and territories, and of diffusing such information
respecting the organization and management of schools and school sys-
tems, and methods of teaching, as shall aid the people of tne United
States in the establishment and maintenance of efficient school sys-
tems, ana otherwise promote the cause of education throughout the
country.
viuite a storm arose over the establishment of this new department, and
much bitter opposition. So on June $0 , 1869* it was abolished, and an Of-
fice of Education was established in the Department of the Interior.
Method of Procedure
Selection of schools to compare .— as the school population at Scnool X
is drawn from such varied sources, it seemed wise to limit tne number of
programs of studies to be compared. With that in mind, selection was made
of those centers training the greatest number of pupils later entering
1/
School X. Eo attention was given to the program of study offered in Haitian,
Virgin Island, Puerto Rican, or European schools, as the proportion of
pupils from there varies so greatly from year to year; nor was attention
paid to schools in China, where a great many of the pupils have been en-
rolled, as present conditions in the Orient indicate that there will be con-
siderable passage of time before families will be permitted to follow tne
Marines to that region.
Schools to be especially considered in this thesis .— Tne tables tnat
will be found in Chapter II, giving programs of studies, do not include tne
Canal Zone schools, as the writer has limited these programs to the United
States proper, from whicn tne greatest percentage is drawn. However, atten-
1/ See Tables 1 and 2, p. 2-4.
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tion wa8 given to the Ganal Zone's methods and organization, due to the
similarity of its population. Emphasis was placed on the District of
Columbia schools, when makin0 up the program of study to use as a goal
for School X,^ Gordon Junior High School and Western High School, more
than the other District of Columbia schools, have a good many transient
pupils, Most of the dealings of School X in Washington are with these
two schools.
Background for Study
Original organization of School X.— An elementary school (kindergar-
ten through grade six) has existed on this government reservation since
1922, but until 1950 no secondary grades were added. This first school
2/
fell under the direction of tne Post Chaplain » &nd a school board elected
by members of the Post. In 19^0 tne Chaplain, tne school board, and vari-
ous officers and officers' wives, arranged classes for grades seven through
ten. This school was poorly organized as each of the personnel was most
concerned wiuh his or her own major work, and considered the school duties
of secondary nature. However, from the work of this group, the chaplain
was able to persuade the school board of the need to hire a teacher for
these four grades.
Organized instruction for grades seven tnrough ten .— Miss X, who came
in 19^1, brought about a semblance of organization in the school. She kept
the pupils in the school building during a full school day, and attempted
1/ See Chapter II, Table 14, p. 43-44.
2/ Preceded established by Army Regulations . July 5, I858 , assigring the
duty of school-master, as well as chaplain, to the Post Chaplain on mili-
tary reservations.
..
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a check on the officers and officers 1 wives who taught*
The Chaplain and Miss X required all pupils to take English, history,
mathematics, general science, and Latin, French or Spanish. The next year
the four classes were arranged with four full-time teachers. Table 4 shows
their program of studies. Each pupil was expected to take all subjects in
his grade.
Table 4. Program of Studies at School X from 1951 to 195^»
Subiect
Grade
7 8 9 10
U) (21/ (5) (4) (5)English R R R
Arithmetic R R - -
Algebra - - R -
Plane Geometry - - - R
General History R - - -
United States History - R - -
Ancient History - - R -
Modern European History - - - R
French R R R R
General Science R R R -
Chemistry - ~ * R
Under this program of studies, as seen in Table 4, each teacher instruc-
ted four classes in her main subject plus one class in history. This pro-
gram and organization, though not perfect, was a definite step forward. Each
pupil knew just where he was to be at all times and regular classes were held.
For the usual school extra-curricular activities and physical education the
2/
school depended upon the routine Post activities,
a/ "R* means required.
I 2/ Available to all residents of the Post, without charge, are horseback-
riding, swimming, tennis, golf, bowling, and the like. Post junior dances
are scheduled monthly or bi-monthly as part of the Post program of activities.
Available, with charge, and largely attended by both boys and girls, are the
weekly classes in all types of dancing.

A period of unrest in School X.— This plan underwent no change until
1936 . Prior to that time the school board had relieved the busy chaplain
of duties in connection with the school, and had appointed a principal for
the junior high school (grades seven through ten), such as the elementary
school had had for some time. The appointees to the principal ship of the
junior high school had proved inefficient, had changed each year, and had
been three in number for the school year 1935-1926 • The school suffered
greatly as a result of the unrest among the teaching staff, and the undis-
ciplined organization.
Colonel A 1 a efforts to secure good administration and supervision in
the school .— In tne spring of 1926 Colonel A was elected to the chairman-
ship of the school board. At once he set to work to establish order in the
school, and to raise its status within the state, Enough cannot be said of
Colonel A's one-man campaign, or sufficient praise be given him for his un-
tiring efforts in the school's behalf. He allied himself, immediately, with
the State Department of Education at Richmond, and the Division Superinten-
dent at Manassas, Prince William County. He secured the services, for prin-
cipal, of a woman with considerable experience in the educational field and
on leave of absence from a west-coast school while she studied for her doc-
torate at Columbia University.
The organization of the school unaer Miss Y the spring of 1936 .— Miss
Y had a most difficult situation to meet. She arrived in a totally new en-
vironment among a group of inexperienced teachers whose pupils had no re-
spect for them. The school year had but six weeks left to run.
She established a school that was almost Prussian in concept. The most
..
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rigid discipline was required and maintained; silent marching from class
to class, stiff attention for recitations, with no "naturalness B permitted.
However, Miss Y's efforts brought results. The pupils understood and ap-
preciated her authority, and had great respect for her. In the brief time
she was at the school the pupils settled to serious work in their classes,
and began to take their school life as a serious part of tneir daily liv-
ing.
The school under the writer's direction, the fall of 1956 .— For the
school year 1926-1957 Miss Y remained only two weeks. The writer was ap-
pointed to succeed her. In addition to administering the school (still
using the program of studies of Table 4) the writer taught three classes
in general science, one in history, and (in the second semester) one in
Latin. Three teachers, two old and one new, besides the v?riter, formed
the staff of the school.
Problems confronting the school in the fall of 1926 .— So many things
seemed wrong in the school's set-up, that the writer hardly knew where to
begin making changes. A most pressing problem arose in the core-curriculum
arrangement : every subject was required, and no electives appeared in the
offering presented. Other problems were the complete lack of extra-cur-
ricular activities, and the "military" discipline of the pupils. The latter
discipline was certainly not conducive to learning.
Some of the first changes made in the fall of 1926 .— Early in the
fall of 1926 the history courses-of-study were revised to incorporate more
geography, French was not required of all pupils in the seventh and eighth
grades, and only four subjects were required of all pupils in the ninth and
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tenth grades. This was a gradual change covering approximately three months
brought about by approaching the pupil individually as his or her progress
was noted. In the second half year, yielding to pressure of parents and
pupils and in full agreement with the French teacher, Latin was added in
the ninth and tenth grades. Various clubs, including dramatics, debating
and stamp, were organized at the first of the year, a year-book staff had
been early elected, and physical education was added in late September (tne
school opened in late August). At Christmas the entire school took part in
an outdoor pageant, and in the spring the ninth and tenth grades presented
a three-act play. Morning, assemblies were held daily and once each month
one of the grades presented before the entire school a class program worked
out by the pupils under the guidance of the home-room teacher.
Exchanging rigid discipline for a "good citizenship" system.— The rules
and regulations of the rigid discipline, established unuer Miss Y, were
slowly withdrawn, until by the beginning of the second semester, on January
fifteenth, the intricate demerit system was replaced by a merit or "good
citizenship" system. From the time this system was established, discipline
presented but a minor problem. A citizenship banner was awarded weekly to
the class-group having the highest weekly rating. Every teacher marked all
her classes, daily, on the general altitude, behavior, and the like, of tne
class as a whole. Thus each pupil in a class was responsible for the mark-
ing of the whole class. As the school board is military in nature, the
school has bowed to its wishes and maintains a more stern discipline than
is necessary. The writer feels tnat the board can be "educated® away from
this outmoded idea, in time. Because of the nature of the school building
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orderly filing is maintained. The school building is a wooden war-time
temporary structure with no inside corridors and only outdoor stairways.
A fifth teacher added in 1957 .— In 1956-57* with the accumulated extra-
curricular work, each teacher was carrying too heavy a load to do full jus-
tice to her work. To care for these changes and anticipated changes, the
school board hired a fifth teacher. She assumed all of tne history and
geography classes and the girls' athletics. The eatra-curricular work was
divided among the other teachers.
Tne program of' studies for 1957-1998 .— With the added teacher, a more
varied program of studies could be offered to the pupils of 1957-1958 than
had been possible in 1956-1957. Table 5 presents, in detail^the program of
studies for that school year.
Table 5. Program of Studies at School X for 1957-1958.
Subiect
Grade
.
7 __ ._ 8 ... 9 ... 10
( 1 ) ( 21/ (5) W (5)English R-5=7 R-5 R“5b/ R-5
Spelling R-l R-l E-l-^ -
Arithmetic R-5 R-5 - -
Algebra 1 .
Plane Geometry-^
- - R-5 -
- - - R-5 or
Business Arithmetic ,
What Europe Gave America-^
- - - R-5
R-5 - - -
a/ "R 11 means required; the number indicates the class periods per week.
b/ *E" means elective; the number indicates the class periods per week.
sJ When a pupil, entering late, had begun Algebra 2 instead of plane geo-
metry, the mathematics teacher made individual arrangements with the pupil
to continue algebra 2. Three were thus cared for in 1957-1958.
d/ Given for one-half year.
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Teble 5. (concluded)
Subiect
Grade
7 8 9 10
Cl)
a/ uT (3) W (5)Early American History-^ R-5 - - -
United States History - R-5 - -
Ancient History - - E-5 -
Modern European History - - - E-5
Geography R-3 R-2 - -
Beginning French E-2 E-5 - -
French 1 - - E-5 E-5
French 2 - - - E-5
Latin 1 - - E-5 E-5
Latin 2 - - - E-5
General Science R-5 R-5 E-5 -
Chemistry - - - E-5
Art History and Appreciation - - - E-5
Physical Education R-2 R-2 R-2 R-2
Clubs: R-l R-l R-l R-l
Debating 1 E-l E-l - -
Debating 2 - - E-l E-l
Dramatics - - E-l E-l
Hobby 1 E-l E-l - -
Hobby 2 - - E-l E-l
Assembly R R R R
Even with a fifth member on the staff, each teacher was heavily loaded
with duties, and the writer still carried six classes. However, the extra
work seemed worthwhile to the teachers when they saw and felt the entnusiasm
and appreciation of the pupils.
Work of Colonel A as chairman of the school board.— When Colonel A
was assigned to the Fleet Marine Force he retired as chairman of the school
board. During his term of office he brought the school into the educational
system of the state of Virginia, particularly with the division of Prince
William County. Through his efforts the state of Virginia recognized and
accredited the school. This brought state and county financial aid. Addi-
aj Given for one-half year.
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tional funds came from the very small tuition charged each pupil (based upon
the father's pay-grade or rank), a portion of the Post movie receipts, and
certain social functions. Incidentally, other states then recognized the
school, so it facilitated the transfer of pupils.
Latest organization and plans for School X.— Considerable agitation
began early in the fall of 1957 for an eleventh grade. According to the
Virginia state system its schools have a total of eleven years, but this
newlyproposed eleventh grade was comparable to their tenth, thus making the
school lack the final year.
At a joint meeting of the school board and the Parent-Teachers' Associa-
tion the eleventh grade was voted for, to be added in 1958-1959. The com“
mandine general of the Post later approved thi6 vote. By the end of Janu-
ary, 1958, plans for the eleventh grade were well under way. General,
1/
classical, and scientific curricula were to be offered. Plans to organize
the Post schools (kindergarten, elementary, and secondary) into one school,
under a supervisor-principal had also been voted, and later approved, at
the joint meeting. The writer was elected to that position,to be effective
May 1, 1958. Illness forced the writer to accept a leave of absence from
April 1, 1958 to June 15, 1959. A temporary appointee is carrying out the
plans. The total enrollment (all grades) is about three hundred.
Type of pupil .— The pupils at the school are a most charming group
with which to work. These children have the common background of interests
that would come from having lived their lives on military reservations
throughout the world and having their fathers in the same profession. From
1/ See Appendix, p. : Post children's School Information Bulletin. 1958,
p. 2. The twelfth grade is included in the courses, in order that pupils
may plan a full four year's course.
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infancy the children have moved from one place to another about once in
three years, although many have moved more often than tnat. Some have
learned Spanish or Chinese dialects (from their nurses) before learning
English, These children are remarkable for the interest that they show
in learning, as tne pupils are few in number who do not show desire or
aptitude for it. In Mr, Guy E. Joy's thesis one finds these conclusions
drawn:"^
From the condensation of interpretations from all groups there
is conclusive evidence pointing to the fact that of the white junior-
high-school pupils in the Canal Zone schools the transient children
are tne superior group in all subjects with the one exception of
arithmetic computation.
The superiority of the native group in arithmetic computation
may be accounted for by the fact that this group received uninter-
rupted instruction in the progressive steps of working problems,
while the transient children by changing schools may have missed some
important steps*
Perhaps more rapidly than the average the pupils recognize inadequate
knowledge or preparation on the part of the teacher and they soon lose re-
spect for her, if either of these lacks is displayed. Because of the wide
general knowledge and experience of the pupils all teacners must be ever on
the alert.
Type of parent .— Except for a few enlisted men the fatners of the
pupils are graduates either of universities or of tne United States Naval
Academy. In many cases the mothers are college women, though often they
have left college before graduation. A number of the mothers are ex-school
teachers, and they have the common failing of feeling that tney know more
about what should be done in a school tnan the teachers or principal.
As a group the parents are vitally interested in their children's wel-
1/ Guy E. Joy, Some Aspects of a Moving Population. A Comparative Study of
Transient Children in the Panama Canal Zone Schools . Unpublished, 1955* P»
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fare. Because they have moved about a great deal the parents are constantly
considering new schools, keep in close touch with where their children are
in school, and make constant comparisons as they move from place to place.
This causes two things:
1. criticism of teachers who do not use tne same metnod of teaching as
the last school; and
2. excuses for children (by tne parents in the children's presence)
who do not appear to immediately fit into the program of studies at School
X.
Another result, in a sense, is the necessity of the school personnel
to strain its patience and tact to the utmost in dealing with parents.
Parent-Teacher's Association .— The parental expression should be, in
part, through the Parent-Teacher's Association. To a small extent, it is.
This local organization does not fill its usual place, but rather acts as
a voting body to elect members to the school board. Occasionally the school
board asks for a joint meeting with them. The election meetings and annual
"welcome" and "good-bye" teas in honor of the teachers are the regular ex-
tent of its functions. Imo provision is made for general discussion by
parents and teachers of the general problems arising in the school or home.
The teachers are expected to be present at the Parent-Teacher's Association's
meetings, but are allowed no vote.
The membership of school board .— The school board consists of seven
members, of whom one must be an enlisted man, one must be a warrant officer,
and two (the chairman and treasurer) must be officers. At least two mem-
bers of the board are usually women, their status (whether officer, warrant
.'
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officer, or enlisted) being tnat of their husbands. As can be seen, the
other three board members may be of the enlisted, warrant, or officer group.
Generally, they are officers.
Effect of military background .— Parents are still inclined to go to the
chairman of the board on any school matter whatsoever, because of the early
organization of School X under the school board and chaplain, and the nabit
of going to a high ranking officer with questions of debate. This has been
bothersome to both him and the principal. Colonel A's successor, has done
much towards stopping this habit, ana so has done away with many petty mis-
understandings that arose amont the school, the board, and the parents.
Functions of school board .— The board* s chief functions are handling
finances, establishing school policies, and niring teachers, with tne ad-
vice of the principal (now the supervisor). The scholastic changes (such
as the matter of promotion) that tney formerly handled the chairman has
rightfully placed in the hands of the principal.
Post organization cannot be completedly identified with town or city
organization, so that there are certain situations which the board and prin-
cipal cannot handle. The major-general commanding the Post approves or
authorizes such tilings as dates for school plays, publication of the school
year-book, and similar tnings.
Division superintendent .— In its turn tne school board comes under the
supervision of the Division Superintendent of Prince William County, at
Manassas. The latter's chief function is a most perfunctory inspection.
Conclusion .— This chapter has been an attempt to show the present
situation as found at School X. From the present program of studies, and
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its presentation on the familiar question-and-answer basis, the reader can
readily see the need not only for a new and more adequate program of studies,
but also for a means of presenting it more suited to the local conditions.
—

CHAPTER II
COMPARISON OF PROGRAMS OF STUDIES
Territorial Division
Reason for combining programs of studies .— In gatnering programs of
studies from some schools in the United States supplying School X with
pupils, the writer found that these programs could be grouped according to
the similarity of their offerings. Upon examination of these groupings,
four in number, it was interesting to note that each group could be placed,
territorially.
Territorial divisions .— Schools within New Hampshire, Massachusetts,
and Rhode Island form the New England group. Various towns in Virginia,
South Carolina, and Florida, are included in the group of southern states.
Towns and cities in California and V/ashington form tne group of the west
coast. The District of Columbia grouping needs no explanation.
Program of Studies
Explanation of tables .— Only in four tables has an attempt been made
to differentiate between required and elective courses, as the only general
agreement seemed to be in English for all grades, and United States history
for grade eleven or grade twelve. Also, courses of study sent to t.ie writer
sometimes made no distinction between the required and elective work, so it
was impossible to tell which was which. In the tables means a required
course, *E° an elective course, WG B an offered course, and "R-E" means a
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course is required in that field, bub the pupil may elect the one he wishes.
Present program of studies at the school .— Table 6 represents the pre-
sent program of studies in use at tne school. The reader can see that tradi-
tion has played a large part in establishing tnis program. It nas been
carried out under military discipline on the question-and-answer basis, fol-
lowing tne wishes of the school board.
Table 6. Program of Studies as Offered in School X During the School Year,
1958-1959 .
Grade
Sub-j ect 7 8 .9 10 11 12
(1) (2
2/ (5) (4) (5) (6) (7)English ra R R R R &English Review - - - - -
Spelling R R - - - -
Arithmetic R R - - - -
Algebra 1 - - R - - -
Algebra 2 - - - - E -
Plane Geometry /
Solid Geometry^
T r igonometry-^
- - - E - -
_ — — —
E
E
Geography
Contributions of Europe to
America-^ *
American History to 1860^
R R
R - - - - —
R - - - - —
United States History - R - - - —
Ancient and Medieval History - E - - -
Ancient History Review - - - - - E
Modem European History - - - E - -
French R R E E E E
Latin - - E E E E
General Science R R E E - -
Chemistry - - - - E -
Physics - - - - — E
Music R R R E E E
Club: kinds vary from year
a/ "R* means required,
b/ "E* means elective.
0/ A half-year course.
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Table 6. (concluded)
Grade
Subiect 7 8 9 10 11 12
(1) (2) (?) (A) (5) (6) (7)
to year as tney are organized
through pupil cnoice. R-Bd/ R-E R-E R-E R-E R-E
Physical Education R R R R R R
Programs of studies in grades seven through twelve, arranged territori-
ally.— The territorial offerings in the programs of studies are shown in
Table 7 through Table 12.
Table 7 • Program of Studies Derived from Territorial Divisions of the United
States in Grade Seven.
Subiects
New
England
District of
Columbia
Southern ,
States^
rifest
Coast
“(if (2) nr C^) “W"
English 0 0 - 0
Spelling - - - 0
General Mathematics 0 0 - 0
Arithmetic 0 - - -
Civics 0 - - 0
Early United States history 0 - - -
Commercial Geography 0 - - -
hi story-G eograpny - 0 - -
General Social Studies - - - 0
Guidance 0 0 - 0
French - - - 0
General Science 0 0 - 0
hygiene - 0 - -
Manual Arts 0 - - -
Industrial Arts - - - 0
Shop - 0 - -
Home Economics 0 0 - 0
Drawing 0 - - 0
Art - 0 - 0
Music
Activities: Clubs, Assembly, Home
0 0 • 0
Room - 0 - -
d/A course in this field is required, but the pupil elects the one he wants
from among the offerings.
a/Grade-equivalent omitted in southern schools.
-; ; ...
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Table 7» (concluded)
Subiects
hew
England
District of
Columbia
Soutnern
States
West
Coast
CD (2) (5) (4) (5)
Physical Education 0 0 - -
Health and Physical Education - - - 0
Table 8. Program of Studies Derived from Territorial Divisions of the United
States in Grade Eight.
Subiects
Hew England District of
Columbia
Southern
States-^
West
Coast
(1) (2) (?) (4) (5)
English 0 0 0 0
Oral English - - - Q
Spelling - - 0 -
Arithmetic - - 0 -
General Mathematics 0 0 - 0
Exploratory Mathematics - - - 0
Fundamentals of Business 0 0 - 0
Typewriting - - - 0
Civics 0 - 0 -
United States History 0 - 0 -
Hi story-G eography - 0 0 -
Geography - - 0 —
State History - - 0 0
General Social Studies - - - 0
Guidance 0 0 - 0
Exploratory Language - - - 0
Latin - 0 - -
French - 0 - 0
General Science © 0 - 0
Agriculture - - - o
Hygiene - - 0 0
Physiology - - 0 —
Manual Arts 0 - -
Industrial Arts - - - 0
Shop - 0 - -
Home Economics 0 0 - 0
Fine Arts - - - 0
Art - 0 - -
Drawing 0 - 0 -
Music 0 0 - 0
Activities: Clubs, Assemblies,
Home Room - 0 - -
a/ Called grade seven, but work is similar to grade eight •
,
Table 8. (concluded)
Subiects
New
England
District of
Columbia
Southern
States
West
Coast
(1) (2) (5) (4) (5)
Physical Education U 0 0 -
Health and Physical Education - - - 0
Table 9» Program of Studies Derived from Territorial Divisions of
States in Grace Nine.
the United
New District of Soutnern
t
West
Subiects England Columbia States^" Coast
(1) (2) (5) (4) (5)
English 0 0 0 0
Oral English - - - 0
P enmanship - 0 - -
General Mathematics 0 0 - 0
Algebra 0 - 0 -
Arithmetic 0 - 0 -
Shop Arithmetic 0 - - -
Commercial Arithmetic 0 0 - 0
General Business Training 0 0 0 0
Typewriting - 0 - 0
General Social Studies - - - 0
Ancient History - - 0 -
Ancient and Medieval History 0 0 - -
Industrial History - 0 - -
World History 0 - - 0
Civics 0 0 - -
Physiography 0 - - -
Latin 0 0 0 -
French 0 0 - 0
Spanish - - - 0
German - 0 - 0
Agriculture 0 - 0 0
General Science 0 0 0 0
Industrial Arte - - - 0
Manual Training - - 0 0
Shop 0 0 - -
Home Economics 0 0 0 0
Fine Arts - - - 0
Art - 0 - -
Drawing 0 0 - -
Mechanical Drawing 0 - - 0
Music 0 0 — 0
a/ Called grade eight.
..
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Table 9« (concluded)
New District of Southern West
Subiects England Columbia States Coast
(i)
Activities: Clubs, Assemblies,
(2) 0) (4) (5)
Home Room, Guidance - 0 - —
Physical Education 0 0 0 -
Health and Physical Education - - - 0
Military Training 0 0 - -
Table 10. Program of Studies Derived from Territorial Divisions of the
United States in Grade Ten.
Lew District of Southern ,
State s—*
West
Subi ects England Columbia Coast
(1) (2) (5) (4) (5)
English 0 0 0 0
Oral English - - - 0
Algebra - - 0 0
Shop Arithmetic 0 - - -
Applied Geometry 0 - - -
Plane Geometry 0 0 - 0
Typewriting 0 0 - -
Shorthand and Typing 0 - - 0
Bookkeeping 0 - - 0
Business Training - - 0 -
World History 0 - - 0
Modern History - - 0 -
Modern European History 0 0 - -
Pacific Rim - - - 0
Economics - - - 0
Commerce and Industry 0 - - -
Commercial Geography - 0 - -
Commercial Law - - - 0
Civics - - 0 -
Geography - - 0 -
Social Psychology - - - 0
Latin 0 0 0 0
French 0 0 - 0
Spani sh 0 0 - 0
Italian 0 - - -
German 0 0 - 0
General Science 0 - - 0
Agriculture 0 - 0 0
Biology 0 0 0 0
a/ Called grade nine.
..
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rTable 10. (concluded)
K ew District of Soutnern West
Subi ects England Columbia States Coast
(1) (2) 0) (A) (5)
Botany - - - -
Chemistry - 0 - -
Physics 0 0 - -
Photography - - - 0
Zoology - - - 0
Industrial Arts - - - 0
Manual Training - - 0 -
Shop 0 0 - -
Home Economics 0 0 0 0
Art Appreciation 0 0 - -
Art - - - 0
Drawing 0 0 - 0
Mechanical Drawing 0 0 - -
Music Appreciation 0 0 - 0
Music 0 0 - 0
Physical Education 0 0 - 0
Health and Physical Education - - 0 -
Military Training 0 0 - -
Table 11. Program of Studies Derived from Territorial Divisions of the United
States in Graue Eleven.
New District of Southern,
States^/
West
Subiects England Columbia Coast
(1) (2) (3) (A) (5)
English 0 0 0 0
Oral English - 0 - 0
Journalism - - - 0
Drama - — — 0
II Algebra 2 0 0 - 0
Plane Geometry - - 0
Solid Geometry - - - 0
Trigometry - 0 - 0
Accounting - 0 - -
Bookkeeping - 0 0 0
Shorthand - 0 0 0
Typewriting - 0 0 0
United States History 0 0 - 0
Modern European History - 0 - -
World History - - 0 0
English History - - 0 -
Civics - - - 0
aj Galled grade ten
-*
.
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Table 11. (concluded)
Subiects
New
England
District of
Columbia
Southern
States
West
Coast
(1) (2) (?) (4) (5)
”
Geography - - 0 -
Economics - - - 0
Commercial Law - 0 — 0
Social Psychology - - - 0
Latin 0 0 0 0
French 0 0 0 0
Spanish 0 0 0 0
Italian 0 - - -
German 0 0 0 0
Agriculture 0 - 0 -
Astronomy - - 0
Biology 0 0 - -
Botany - - - 0
Chemistry 0 0 0 0
Geology - - - 0
Photography - - - 0
Physics 0 0 0 0
Physiology and Hygiene - - - 0
Radio Science - - - 0
Zoology - - - 0
Manual Training - - 0 -
Shop 0 0 -
Industrial Arts 0 - - -
Home Economics 0 0 0 0
Art Appreciation 0 0 - -
Art - - - 0
Drawing 0 0 - 0
Mechanical Drawing 0 - - 0
Music Appreciation 0 0 - 0
Mus i c 0 0 - 0
Physical Education 0 0 - 0
Health anu Physical Education - - 0 -
Military Training 0 0 - -
Table 12. Program of Studies Derived from Territorial Divisions of the
United States in Grade Twelve.
Subiects
New
England
District of
Columbia
Southern ,
States^/
West
Coast
(l) (2) (2) (4) (5)
English 0 0 0 0
Oral English - 0 - 0
a/ Galled grade eleven.
.it-st
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Table 12. (continued)
New District of Southern West
Subiects England Co lumbia States Coast
CD (2) (2) (4) (5)
Business English - - - 0
J ournalism - 0 - 0
Drama - 0 - 0
Advanced English - - 0 0
Review English - - - 0
Photoplay Appreciation - - - 0
Review Mathematics 0 - - -
Solid Geometry 0 0 0 0
Plane Geometry - - 0 -
Trigometry 0 0 - 0
Algebraic Theory - - - 0
Algebra 2 - 0 0 0
College Algebra - 0 0
Mathematical Analysis 0 - - -
Advertising and Salesmanship - - - 0
Accounting - 0 -
Bookkeeping 0 0 0 0
Business Training - - - 0
Typewriting 0 0 0 0
Shorthand - 0 0 0
Stenography 0 - - _
Office Training 0 - - 0
Commercial Law 0 0 0 -
United States History 0 0 0 0
History, United States Constitut ion 0 - - 0
Civics - 0 0 0
^orld History - - - 0
International Relations - 0 -
Modern European History - 0 - -
Advanced Ancient History - 0 - —
Physical Geography 0 - - -
Economics 0 0 0 0
Sociology 0 - - 0
Psychology 0 - - 0
Latin 0 0 0 0
French 0 0 0 ' 0
Spanish - 0 0 0
German 0 0 0 0
Agriculture 0 - - -
Astronomy - - - 0
Biology - 0 - —
Botany - - - 0
Chemistry 0 0 0 0
Geology 0
20
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Table 12. (concluded)
Subiects
New
England
District of
Columbia
Southern
States
West
Coast
(1) (2) ( 5 ) (4) (5)
Photography - - 0
Physical Science - _ - 0
Physics 0 0 0 0
Physiology and Hygiene - - - 0
Radio Science - - - 0
Zoology - - - 0
Industrial Arts - - - 0
Shop 0 0 - -
Home Economics 0 0 - 0
Art Appreciation 0 0 - -
Art - - - 0
Drawing 0 0 - 0
Mechanical Drawing 0 - - 0
Music Appreciation 0 0 - 0
Music 0 0 - 0
Physical Education 0 0 - 0
Health and Physical Education - - 0 -
Military Training 0 0 - -
From a Study of Tables 7 through 12 the reader can see
that the District of Columbia and the west coast have more to offer the
pupils who will later attend School X tnan the New England states or
southern states. That is probably true largely because the first two groups
mentioned are made up of large communities, and the second two groups are
made up of moderate-sized communities. Were tnese programs of studies be-
ing drawn from communities equal in size and equipment greater similarity
would probably be found, however, tnis study is being made on the situation
as it actually is, and hence the apparent unfavorable limitation of offer-
ings of tne New England and soutnern states. If the programs had been di-
vided into required and elective courses in Tables 7 through 12, the re-
quired offerings would probably have had great resemblance.
..
. .
.
What Was Being Done in 1929-1950
National Survey .— Tables 7 to 12, inclusive, snow what a portion of the
schools that feed School X are doing. In the National Survey, conducted in
1952, grade programs of study were established as a consensus of what was
then being done in better-than-average schools in the United States. Schools
of different sizes were surveyed, and so the findings of the survey give a
general cross-section of what was then being done in the United States. In
the junior high school two types of schools were considered in the survey*
Type I, that type typical of the general situation, and 'Type II, that type
n _l/
embracing to a greater extent theories advanced by educational leaders."
In the senior high school it was more difficult to ascertain required or
elective courses. Wherever possible a required course is indicated for
grades ten, eleven, or twelve. Qtnerwise a course is merely marked B0 B
,
showing that it is offered in the high school.
A taple to show programs of studies in 1929-1950 .— The report of the
survey published in 1955> was based on programs of 1929-1 9^0 . Its findings
as interpreted by the writer appear in Table 15 .
Table 15 . Gross-section of Programs of Studies Being Given in the United
States in 1929-1950 as Shown in the National Survey of Secondary
Education.
uraae
Subi ects 7 8 9 10 11 12
(1) (2g (5) (4) (5) (6) (7)
English R R R R R
1/ A.K. Loomis, Edwin S. Lide, b. Lamar Johnson, The Program of Studies . Bul-
letin, 1952, No. 17, National Survey of Secondary Education, Monograph No. 19,
United States Government Printing Office, Washington, 1955» P* 54*
2/Ibid, p. 58, 59, 149-156, I6O-I00 , and 556 .
a/ "R" means required.
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Table 1$. (continued)
Subi ects
Grade
7.._ 8 9 10 11 12
(1) (2) (5) (4) (5) (6) (7)
English Enrichment R - - - -
Penmanship and Spelling - - - - -
Mathematics R R - “ / - -
General Mathematics - - E qS/ - -
Algebra 1 - - E R - -
Algebra 2 - - - - 0 -
Plane Geometry - - - - R -
Solid Geometry - - - - - 0
Trigometry - - - - - 0
Commercial Arithmetic - - - 0 - -
Junior Business Training - R - - - -
Bookkeeping - - E - 0 0
Typewriting - - - 0 0 0
Shorthand - - - 0 0 0
Office Management - - - - - 0
Social Studies R R - - - 0
United States history - - - - R -
Civics - - - R - -
Community Civics - - R - - -
Guidance R R R - - -
Ancient History - - E - - -
Sociology - - - - 0 0
Economics - - - - 0 0
s
Commercial Geography - - - 0 - -
Commercial Law - - - - 0 -
Latin - R E 0 0 0
Latin: 2nd course - - or* - - 0
French - R E - - -
French 1 - - - 0 0 -
French 2 - - - - 0 0
Spanish 1 - - - - @ 0
German 1 - - - - 0 0
General Science R R R or R - -
Biology - - - R - -
Chemistry - - - - 0 0
Physics - - - - 0 0
Practical Arts: Exploratory R - - - - —
Practical Arts - R-E E - - —
Household Arts - - - 0 0 0
Industrial Arts - - - 0 0 0
Mechanical Drawing - - ~ 0 0 0
Drawing R R - - — —
b/ *E" means elective.
of *<) n means offered.
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Table 1^. (concluded)
Subiects
Grade
_Z__ 8 9 10 11 12
(1) (2) (5) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Art - - - n 0 0
Music R R R - - -
Clubs R R R - - -
Assembly R R R - - -
Physical Education R R R 0 0 0
Junior-high-school Trends
Trends, as shown by the National Survey .— Both junior and senior high
schools show a decided tendency towards enriched and varied programs of
study. As to the junior high school, in particular, - and here we mean
grades seven, eight, and nine, the same trends have been noted in both large
and small schools.
-^
"After reorganization, a decrease is shown in tne number of programs ar-
ranged on the single-curriculum plan, but an increase results for the con-
3tants-with-variables and the combination types. .. .Increments. .. .seem to
I
indicate increased attention to the needs of pupils not going to college. -1
In addition, there is the following conclusion
,
drawn by the National
5/Survey of Secondary Education:"*'
"2/
As to the specific courses offered, increments are shown for gen-
eral courses in the academic fields and physical education, and for
such special courses as library, community civics, biology, apprecia-
tion of the fine arts, orchestra, band, printing, junior business
training, and all of the socializing-integrative activities.
4/
Of interest, too, is the following statement:
1/Ibid, p. 112.
2/Ibid, p. 96.
jj/Ibid, p. 97.
4/Ibid, p. 112.
.
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....Although in grades 7 and 8 the distinction is not so great,
a larger number of reorganized schools in grade 9 offer and require
work in social studies, mathematics
,
science, foreign language,
physical education, music and art.
Trends other tnan indicated by the Survey .— A most definite trend
has been in progress in the United States to offer fused social studies-^
2/
as well as history, geography and civics. The other trend, that is quite
widespread, centers the junior-high-school mathematics around the ninth
grade. The seventh and eighth grades offer general mathematics, as does
the ninth grade. There is this difference, however, that the ninth grade
offers a preview of all types of mathematics, with algebra applied to use-
Vful everyday life.
There are other trends indicated for the junior high school, but they
seem better included under a later chapter where a means of offering the
curriculum the writer is attempting to evolve will be presented. A sug-
gestion, or suggestions, offered in the Report to the American Council on
education should be included here
Beginning at grade 8, or not later than grade 9 > multiple cur-
riculum organization should be started, probably providing for pupils
of grade 8, 9> and 10 two curricula - one containing courses of a
semi-vocational nature and courses in the so-called academic subjects
emphasizing strongly the applications to vocational, civic, leisure.
l/William A. Smith, Secondary Education in the United States. Tne idacmillan
Company. New York, 19^6, p. 268.
^/William G. Kimmel, Instruction in the Social Studies , Bulletin, 19p2, No.
17, National Survey of Secondary Education, Monograph No. 21, United States
Government Printing CUfice, Washington, 1955*
3/0p. cit., p. 270-271. i Lamar, Lide, and Johnson.
4/harl R. Douglass, Secondary Education for Youth in Modern America . American
Council on Education, Washington, D.C.
, 1957* P» 98.
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and domestic life, and one of a somewhat more intellectual type. Ex-
cepting vocational courses and those in foreign languages and mathema-
tics beyond the simplest algebra, different subjects in curricula are
not contemplated, but in schools large enough to make it economical,
different editions of the same subjects should be formulated for less
verbal-giinded students. For this latter group, the content should be
of greatest value in all walks of' life, and best adjusted to the capaci-
ties and interest of those of only ordinary book intelligence and in-
terest.
Summary of trends as indicated in tne National Survey-^-- 1. Restric-
tion, to a greater degree, of "tne number of periods of work which the pupil
may choose of his own volition "-^Avas found in grades seven and eignt.
2. A tendency to allow pupils freedom in election of courses by sub-
stituting the constants with variables or combination type of program for
the single and the pure multiple-curriculum types was found in grade nine
An increase of general and fine arts curricula at the expense of
the college preparatory curriculum was noted generally.hi
4. A great increase in the constants-with-variables program was
found ,^1
5. A large percentage of required courses than was shown on earlier
surveys was found among the courses of the junior high school:
a. All of the schools required English, social studies, mathema-
tics, and physical education.^
3/
1/ Lamar, Liae, and Johnson,
2/ Op. cit., p. 267
Loc. cit.
hi Op. cit. 267 .»
5/ Loc. cit.
6/ Op. cit., p. 268.
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b. Two-thirds of the schools required fine arts, industrial arts,
and home-economics.-^
c. One-third of the schools required socializing-integration act-
ivities.-^
d. A few of the schools required general language and junior busi-
ness training.-^
2/
e. Grade eight and nine showed a slight emphasis on science.=*
f. Grade nine showed a decreased emphasis on mathematics, fine
arts, industrial arts, and home economics.-^
5/
g. An elimination of traditional courses was noted.-"
h. Great effort was noted for "meeting individual differences,
providing prevocational training, exploration, and guidance, and
providing for training in social responsibility, for retention
of pupils, for adolescent needs, and for economy of time.'1-^
A continuation of the study of the National Survey .— The work of the
National Survey considered schools of all sizes. Using their data as bases
for his study of "the effects of size upon the organization of a secondary
5/
school*"^ Mr. Seyfert shows that the seventh grade student will be required
to take work in English, social studies, and mathematics. "Ordinarily, also,
he must have instruction in science, music, and physical education. Only in
l/Op. cit., p, 268.
2/Ibid., p. 269.
2/Ibid., p. 270.
4/Loc. cit.
^/Warren 0. Seyfart, School Size and School Efficiency , harvard Bulletins in
Education, No. 19. Harvard University Press, Cambrideg, 19:57 » p. 15.
.. * <
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music has the offering of elective study ... .received general recognition.
So few schools offer other electives in grade seven that "one must conclude
2/that it is distinctly typical not to offer such. B-y
In the eighii grade, there is great similarity to the seventh grade:
English, the social studies, and mathematics, are again the core
of the program, while work in science, practical arts, music and physi-
cal education is only slightly less often demanded of all students.
Fine arts as a required study still occupies its position astride the
fence. The obligatory study of foreign languages ,is of negligible im-
portance; the same is true of business training.
Mr. Seyfert draws the conclusion that the size of a school makes little
difference in grades seven and eight, but that in grade nine "the relation
of the enrollment of a school to the program of studies becomes more gener-
»V a
ally apparent than is the case for previous school years and that few
characteristics are common to the ninth grade programs of all schools, but
the influence of size-of-school upon the program in this year is consider-
able.
The ninth-grade work, as covered by Mr. Seyfert 1 s survey may be stud-
ied in detail in the Appendix. 6/ English and physical education are usually
required, science is quite general, but social science seems questionable.
Foreign languages and commercial studies are practically never required,
nor are fine arts and music often required. The only typical elective noted
i/Op. cit., p. $Q. See Appendix, p. 2-$. Table 17.
2/Loc. cit.
jq/Loc. cit.. See Appendix, p. Table 18.
4/ Op. cit., p. 40.
5/ Loc. cit.
6/ Op. cit., p. 40. See adaptation in Appendix, p. , Table 19*

is music.
Rather than give the proposed junior-high-school program of stuay here,
the writer shall leave it until later in the chapter, giving it in conjunc-
tion with the proposed high-school program of study.
Summary of Senior-high-ochool Trends and Possible Future Trends
Trends as shown by the National Survey .— One of the most important
changes to affect the high schools has been in the shifting concepts of the
purpose of education. It is no longer considered to have disciplinary aims,
but rather "citizenship, health, command of fundamental processes, use of
leisure time, worthy home membership, etnical character, and vocational
efficiency.
Aside from tnis shifting concept certain very definite trends were
noted:
1. The total number of courses in all subject fields had increased
2. In enrollment in subject-matter fields an increase was shown in
social studies and commerce, and a decrease in mathematics and foreign
languages.-^/
2/
The average school required a little more than half the work-',
and although the number of electives was restricted as students advanced in
the high school work, a far wider range of electives was found than was
l/Lamar, Lide, and Johnson, op. cit., p. 27?-274.
2/Ibid., p. 272.
3/Loc. cit.
4/Loc. cit.
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noted in earlier surveys.-^
5. An increase was shown in such courses as problems of democracy,
social problems, international relations, and world history, and a decrease
was shown in such traditional courses as ancient history, medieval history,
2/
ana English history.—'
6. Less integration was found in the senior high school than in the
junior high school, except in the offering of biology in place of zoology
5/
and botany.-"
7. In summation, then.
Analysis of programs of students show decreased emphasis on
academic subjects, especially on mathematics and foreign languages,
and greater emphasis on physical education j tne fine arts, practi-
cal arts, commerce, and general training.—'
A continuation of the study of the National Survey .— Practices as shown
by a recent compilation of National Survey data indicate rather definite re-
quired and elective courses in the high school.-^
In the tenth grade most schools require English, and a majority require
physical education. A small group require science, and an inconsiderable
number requires work in foreign languages and non-academic subject fields.
Whether or not a stuaent takes mathematics or social studies seems to depend
upon the size of the school. Music is an elective offered in most schools,
1/Ibid., p. 27^.
_g/lbid.
, p. 272-275 .
2/Ibid., p. 275
A/Ibid., p. 274.
S/Seyfert, op. cit.
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and other electives are dependent upon school size
In the eleventh grade again we find English and physical education.
Science is found to a still smaller degree, and only a very few schools re-
quire mathematics. In electives for the eleventh grade all schools seem
more fortunate, and they include music, commercial studies, and all acade-
mic branches excepting English.-^
In the twelfth grade Englisn and social studies are generally required.
By this grade the size-of-school has little effect, and all other fields of
study, - both academic and non-academic, fall into the elective group.
Physical education may be required or elected in the senior year, according
to local set-up .-2/
From all appearances grades seven and eight eeem to be fairly well
standardized, as do eleven and twelve. But grades nine ana ten vary greatly,
dependent largely upon the enrollment.
General junior and senior-high-school possibilities.— Under "Probable
Lines of Future Revision*-^ various probabilities are mentioned, of which
a few, pertinent to this school's set-up, snould be mentioned:
1. Guidance, already a part of many junior high school programs, will
be included in senior high school programs in order to steer pupils
adequately into curriculums suggested by their needs and into materials
.5/
suited to their abilities.
l/Ibid #
,
p. 177. See Appendix, p. - , Table 20.
2/Ibid
., p. 177* See Appendix, p. - , Table 20.
j^/lbid., p. I 77-ISO. See Appendix, p. - , Table 20.
4/Lamar, Liae, and Johnson, op. cit., p. 277*
5/Ibid., p. 278.
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2. Mathematics and foreign languages will be only for pupils who have
need and ability to understand them.^
3. Emphasis will continue on social studies, physical education,
fine arts, and practical arts, including commerce.£/
4. Greater integration of work will be established.-^
5. Required junior high school courses may be "three years of Eng-
lish, social studies, mathematics, and physical education and two years of
science, fine arts, and practical arts."-^ Possibly three years of social-
izing-integrating activities will be included.-^
6. In a four-year senior high school there may be "three or four
years of English, social studies, and physical education.... required." In
addition general science, biology, and various courses in fine arts might
be included.5/
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Two Suggested Programs of Studies
A program of studies for future use :— Taking the work of the National
Survey of Secondary Education, the deductions that Mr. Warren C. Seyfert
drew from the Survey data, and the writings of various educators of the
day, into consideration the writer has tried to establish a graded program
of studies which would be a worthy goal towards which School X may strive.
Terminology for Table 14 .— The same terms are used in the following
table as were used in Table 6. "R" will indicate a required course and "E"
l/lbid.
,
p. 279.
% 2/Loc . cit.
3/lbid., p.
4/lbid., p.
5/Loc. cit.
279-280.
280.
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,
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will indicate an elective course. The numbers placed with these letters
indicate the class periods per week a course meets. For further interpre-
tation of Table 14, consult the notes following it.
Table 14. Proposed Program of Studies as a Goal for School X.
Grade
Sub-jects 7 8
. 9 10 11 12
(1) (2) (5) (4) (5) (6) (7)
English R-5 R-5 R-5 R-5 R-5 R-5 from
electives
American Literature - - - - E-5 -
Writing - - - - E-5 -
Contemporary Literature - - - - - E-5
Drama - - - - - E-5
Journalism - - - - - E-5
Enriched English - - - - - E-5
General Mathematics
Mathematics: mixture of
R-5 R-5 E-5 — — —
Algebra ana Geometry - - - E-5 E-5 -
Advanced Mathematics - - - - - E-5
Junior Business Training - E-2 - - - -
Senior Business Training - - - - - E-5
Bookkeeping - - - E-5 - -
Typewriting - - - E-5 E-5 -
Stenography 1 - - - - E-5 -
Office Practice
European Contributions to
— — E-5 E-5
America (§• year) R-5 - - - - —
Early American History (g year} R-5 - - - -- -
United States History - R-5 - - - -
American History - - - - R-5 -
Introduction to Social Problems - - R-5 - - -
World History - - - E-5 - -
Problems of Democracy - - - - E-5 E-5
Ancient History - - - - - E-5
Commercial Law - - - - - E-5
Guidance R-l R-2 £-1,2 - - -
Introductory Foreign Language E-5 E-5 - - - -
Latin 1 - - E-5 E-5 - -
Latin 2 - — - E-5 E-5 -
Latin 5 - - - - E-5 E-§5
French 1 - - E-5 E-5 - -
French 2 - - - E-5 E-5 -
French 5 E-5 E-5
—::
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Table 14. (concluded)
Subiects
Grade
7 8 9 10 11 12
(1) (2) (?) (A) (5) (6) (7)
French 4 - - - - - E-5
Spanish 1 - - E-5 E-5 - -
Spanish 2 - - - E-5 E-5 -
Spanish
^
- - - - E-5 E-5
Spanish 4 - - - - - E-5
General Science R-2 R-5 R-5 - - -
Biology - - - - E-5 - -
Chemistry - - - - E-5 -
Physies - - - - - E-5
Individual Science Course - - - - - E-5
Practical Arts - E-2 E-2,
5
E-2,
5
E-2,
5
E-2, 5,10
General Shop R-2 0 r - - - - -
Domestic Arts R-2 - - - - -
Fine Arts : Creative - E-i,; : E-2, E-2, E-2, E-2, 5, 10
Appreciative - R-2 E-2, E-2, E-2, E-2, 5,10
Music R- 2, E-2 - - - - -
Drawing R-2 - - - - -
Physical Education R-2 R-2 R-2 R-2 R-2 R-2
lie-tea. on iat.erprjgta.tiQn of proposed program .ail ..auudj»e-&t^
1* The program of studies is based on a day of six full periods, and
one shortened period. This latter period will fall at the end of the day
and may be used for study, securing books from the library, for special
conference with teacher or principal, student committee meetings, ana simi-
lar activities.
2. A full course will give five credits per year. Figure credits on
number of periods per week a class meets.
5. In grade seven, a student need elect additional work only if he
chooses.
4. In grade eight, a student will be expected to elect four audition-
1/ Suggestions incorporated from course in Secondary Education taken under
barren 0. Seyfert, Harvard Graduate School of Education, summer session, 1957*
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al periods of work.
5.
In grades nine, ten, eleven, and twelve, a student will elect
periods to make his total twenty-two periods. He may elect more, with per-
mission.
6. In grades seven through twelve a student may be advised to take
less than the generally required periods, because of poor health, or some
other good reason.
7. Fine arts courses, in the creative branch, will be arranged on an
individual basis.
5. Practical arts will be arranged on an individual basis above grade
seven.
9. Activities periods will be set up to provide for assemblies, home-
room programs, clubs, and the like.
10. In building individual programs due consideration of the student's
future plans will be taken.
Revision .— In establishing the program of studies of Table 14 as a
goal, the reader will please bear in mind that any educational goal is
subject to constant revision and interpretation.
Necessity of lar,
:
;e staff .— The writer is fully aware that such a pro-
gram of studies as suggested in Table 14 would require a staff of at least
twelve to fifteen teachers. Present finances cannot pay for more than eight,
including the supervisor of both the secondary and elementary school, who
teaches part-time, plus an officer detailed to handle the boys' athletics.
Thus it becomes necessary to suggest a program of studies that could be
placed in immediate use, in a school carrying grades seven through twelve.
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Also,-^ the program of studies of Table 14 does not regard the size of the
2/
school, a decided factor (as Mr, Seyfert pointed out) • This will be an
added reason for consideration in revising this "goal *1 program into the
program of study seen in Table 15.
Program of studies for present use .— In evolving the graded program
of studies of Table 14, only trends and educational writings were regarded.
But, as everyone knows, local conditions play a decided part and, in this
particular set-up, territorial offerings should be heeded, if the school
hopes to facilitate transfer of pupils. Bearing these two factors in mind,
as well as those earlier considered, the writer will establish a program
of study possible to put into operation in August, 1959. Table 15 uses
the same terminology as Table l4.
Table 15. Proposed Program^r,f Studies to Be Put into Operation in School X,
Grades
Subiects 7 A 9 . .10 11 . 12
( 1 ) ( 2 ) (5) (*) (5) ( 6 ) (7)
English R-5 R-5 R-5 R-5 R-5 R-5 from
electives
American Literature and Drama - - - - E-5 E-2
Contemporary Literature and
Drama - - - - - E-5
Enriched English - - - - - E-5
General Mathematics R-5 R-5 R-5 0 ; • mm - -
Algebra 1 - - R-5 E-5 - -
Algebra 2 - - - - E-5 -
Plane Geometry - - - E-5 - -
Advanced Mathematics - - - — — E-5
1/The school boaru and Parent-Teacher 's Association voted in March, 1959, for
the addition of grade twelve to School X, effective August, 1959. This vote
was approved by the commanding general.
^/Seyfert, op. cit., xiv / 516 p.
3/See notes on interpretation at end of table.
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Table 15. (concluded).
Grade
Subiects 7 8 9 10 11 12
(1) (2) (5) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Solid Geometry (•§• year) - - - - - E-5
Trigonometry (g- year)
European Contribution to
— — — — — E-5
America (|i- year) R-5 - - - - -
Early American History (g- year) R-5 - - - - -
United States His troy - R-5 - - - -
American History - - - - R-5 -
Introduction to Social Problems - R-5 - - -
World History - - - R-5 - -
Problems of Democracy - - - - - R-5 or
Ancient History - - - - - R-5
Guidance R-2 R-l R-l - - -
Latin 1 - - E-5 E-5 - -
Latin 2 - - - E-5 E-5 -
Latin 5 - - - - E-5 E-5
Introductory French - E-5 - - - -
French 1 - - E-5 E-5 - -
French 2 - - - E-5 E-5 -
French 5 - - - - E-5 E-5
French 4 - - - - - E-5
General Science R-5 R-4 E-5 - - -
Biology - - - E-5 - -
Chemistry - - - - E-5 -
Physics
Fine Arts
** * • E-5
Creative - - E-2 E-2 E-2 E-2
Appreciative - R-2 - E-2 E-2 E-2
Music R-2 E-2 E-2 - - -
Drawing R-l E-1,2 - - -
Club: oragnized by pupil choice R R R R R R
Physical Education R-2 R-2 R-2 R-2 R-2 R-2
Notes on interpretation of program of studies for present use :-
1. The program is based on a day of six full periods of fifty minutes
each, and one shortened period of thrity-five minutes. This latter period
will fall at the end of the day and may be used for study, securing books
from the library, for special conference with teacher or principal, student
committee meetings, and similar activities.
2. A full course will give five credits per year. Figure credits on
—
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number of periods per week a class meets, excepting clubs, which give no
credit.
3. In grade seven a student will be expected to select one club.
4. In grade eight a student will be expected to select one club and
one other elective.
5. In grades nine, ten, eleven, and twelve, a student will elect
periods to make his total twenty-two periods. He may elect more, with per-
mission.
6. In grades seven through tv/elve a student may be advised to take
less than the generally required periods, because of poor health, or some
other good reason.
7. Fine arts courses, in the creative branch, will be arranged on an
individual basis.
8. Activities periods will be set up to provide for assemblies, home-
room periods, and the like.
9. In building individual programs, due consideration of the student's
future plans will be taken.
Reasons for selections of courses:— If a student adheres to the es-
tablished program of studies, he should have no difficulty in transferring
into another localej nor should any student find difficulty in being placed
when entering within the school year, who has adhered to his local program
of studies. In grade twelve the inclusion of physics and ancient his-
tory is in anticipation of students taking Naval Academy entrance examina-
tions. Because of the necessity of including physics and chemistry^ the
writer cannot include a class in advanced biology, as the teaching force is
l/lhis requirement is established by the school board.
€\
_ —
limited. Commercial courses are omitted because a pupil can secure permis-
sion from the Division Superintendent of Prince »Villiam County to take tne
commercial courses at Occoquam High School, some ten miles distant. The
reader will note that the only courses required throughout the six school
years are English, social studies, and physical education. This is in ac-
cordance with the findings and recommendations of the National Survey.^
Each pupil plans his individual program of study under guidance, with refer-
ence to future plans, insofar as that may be possible.
and Johnson, op. cit., p. 272.
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CHAPTER III
suggested testing materials for use in school X
Reasons for Use
Desirable goals.— It is highly desirable that pupils, upon entering
School X, be able to continue their work at their level of general achieve-
ment, and that they not be forced to repeat or omit work. Having set up a
tentative program of studies for the school in Chapter II, in this chapter
the writer will set up a tentative testing program for classifying pupils,
and Chapters IV and V will attempt to set up a satisfactory means of pre-
senting the program of studies so that unnecessary repetition or omission
of work will be eliminated.
* Transient puoils.— As far back as 1909 Ayres set forth this educa-
tional principle
There is conclusive evidence to show that pupils are retarded in
their progress by transfers from one school to another.... It is mani-
fest that children are bound to suffer more or less when they leave one
school to attend another. In ou.r shifting population such changes are
so frequent as to affect a considerable part of the children attending
school. It is the manifest duty of school superintendents, principals,
and teachers to see to it that just as often as may be tne child who
transfers from school to school shall proceed in nis new class from the
point at which he left his studies in the old one.... .then his family
moves and he has to enter a new school, he has a rignt to demand that
he continue his work where he laid it down, and not a grade or two be-
low that point.
Tests
l/ Leonard P. Ayres, Laggards in Our Schools
.
Survey Associates, Incorpor-
ated, New York, 1909, p. 198-200.
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Purposes of tests.— There are two main objectives in a testing
51
program:
to improve instruction and to determine the existing level of achievement of
a pupil .
^
It is with the latter that the writer is concerned in anis chap-
ter.
Criteria usea in selecting tests.— In the selection of tesing material
2/there are many factors to be considered:—'
Briefly, they are as follows: (l) validity, (2) reliability, ( 5 )
objectivity, (4) ease of giving and scoring, (o) adequacy of directions,
tabulation blanks, and standards for interpretation, (6) adequacy of
alternate forms, ( 7 ) convenience of form, size, end composition, and
(8) adequacy of manual.
The writer will consider these one at a time:
1. Validity : In the test listed in Table 16, the validity of the test
was found by studying tne accompanying manual of each test to fine the rela-
tionship of it to other tests, and any experimental work tnat had been done,
and any judgments that experts may have given. Also considered as a measure
of validity was the general usage of these tests.
2. Reliability : Coefficients of reliability, as figured from results
of different forms or from comparing the odd and even answers (and then cor-
recting by the Spearman-Brown formula) are given in column 4 of Table 16.
These coefficients were found in the manuals, with the exception of the Otis
Quick-Scoring Tests, Beta and Gamma forms. The coefficients for these forms
were secured from the testing department of the <Vorld Book Company.
5. Objectivity : The best statement the writer could find about this
1/Ernest W. Tiegs, Tests ana Measurements for Teachers. Houghton Iviifflin Com-
pany, Boston, 1951 > P» 2S3 .
2/Clifford Woody and Paul V. Sangren, Administration of the Testing Program .
World Book Company, Yonkers, 1952 > P* 26-27*
3/Tiegs, op. cit., p. 285 .
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Little criticism is due our best standardized tests on the basis
of inadequate objectivity. Generally speaking, the best tests avail-
able have clear-cut tests situations, a definite and adequate metnod
of pupil response, and provision for specific time limits and un-
equivocal answers.
4. Ease of living and scoring : All the standardized tests selected
had accompanying manuals giving explicit directions for administering. To
the writer they seemed perfectly clear, and not too complicated. As for
scoring, the keys were all simple, the Myers-Ruch key being the easiest to
use, and tne Sones-Harry Key being the next in simplicity. However, all were
very easy to use.
5 . Adequacy of directions, tabulation blanks, and standards for inter-
pretation : The manuals accompanying the tests in each case gave full di-
rections, clear blanks for tabulation, and standards for interpretation.
The manual of the Metropolitan Achievement Tests presupposed the smallest
amount of information on the part of the reader, and gave detailed informa-
tion tnrough its pages.
6. Adequacy of alternate forms : Alternate, equivalent forms of tests
are desirable; and when the scores of two forms are correlated the coeffici-
2/
ent should not be less than 0.90. Alternate forms are desirable to use in
cases of absence, freak scores, or second testing of groups. All the tests
listed in Table 16 will be found to have more than one form.
7. Convenience of form, size, and composition : Each test form had am-
ple space for answers, was uncrowded in general set-up, was either 8g- by 11
inches or 64 by 10 inches, and was printed in plain, legible type.
l/lbid
. , p . 286
2/Ibid., p. 284.
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8. Adequacy of manual : The manuals have a decided similarity, pre-
senting, in general, a brief description of tne purpose of the test, the
history of the test, the construction of the test, general directions, and
specific directions for administering, scoring, interpreting test scores,
and uses and treatment of test results.
Use of tests .— Any of the tests indicated in the table as being on the
grade level six to eignt or nine could be used at the opening of school in
August. A test showing seventh graae level and above, only, would not place
a pupil in the seventh grade prior to the school year. Likewise, any test
suitable for the eighth grade level, would be used at the opening of scnool
for grade nine. Otherwise tne tests would oe used at their levels, as in-
dicated in Table 16, column
Recommendations .— Better means of comparison of the pupils may be ob-
tained by using the same test for the original classification of pupils.
Subsequent tests need not be the same as the original. When one of the
general achievement tests indicates weakness in a particular field, the
writer would recommend tnat diagnostic tests be given in that field of in-
dicated weakness. Sucn aadimional testing should indicate where remedial
work and reteaching ought to begin.
Standardized tests are nou perfect measuring; devices .— No testing de-
vice is perfect, nor does any test measure every field of possible achieve-
ment, or all phases of inte_ligence. However, some tests may prove better
yardsticks than others. By referring to column 4, Table 16, tne reader
can see the reliability coefficient (tne criteria measurement least affected
by personal judgment) for each test. A coefficient above 0.95 is very
high and "rarely found"; from 0.90 to 0.94 is high and found among the best
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tests; from 0.80 to 0.89 is fairly high, and "fairly adequate for indivi-
dual measurement."-^
Difference between achievement and intelligence tests .— "An intelli-
gence test measures native capacity or ability, which theoretically remains
practically constant."^, and "an achievement test measures, tneoretically,
what has actually been accomplished regardless of what capacity for achieve-
oj
ment may nave been. Of course, all tests, regardless of what tney are
called, are, in a sense, achievement tests.
A list of possible tests .— A list of selected tests that could be used
in classifying pupils at School X will be f ounc. in fable 16.
Table lo. Selected Tests that Gould Be Used for Classifying Pupils in
School X. 3/
Hame of Test What It Tests
XT)
General Achievement
General Achievement
General Achievement
General Achievement
General Acnievement
General Achievement
General Achievement
Intel ligence
Intelligence
^
Intelligence^
Grade
LevelW
8
9, 10
11
12
6-8
9-12
9-12
8
6-12
6-9
9-12
Reliability
CoefficientWMetropolitan Achievement:
Advanced Battery (5 forms)
Myers-Ruch High School
Progress (5 forms)
Hew Stanford Achievement
(5 forms)
Sones-Harry High School
Achievement (2 forms):
Form A
Form B
Standard Graduation (5 forms)
Otis Group Intelligence
Scale: Advanced (2 forms)
Otis Quick Scoring Mental
Ability: Beta Tests (2 forms)
Gamma Test (2 forms)
0 . 920^
0.949
0
.
840^
0 . 940^/
0 . 960^/
0.950
:S#
0.890
0.970
.960
.860
1/Gi les M. Ruch and George D. Stoddard, Tests and measurements in Hi Scnool
Instruction
.
World Book Company, Yonkers, 1927> p. 56.
2/Tiegs, op. cit., p. 77
•
3/See Appendix B, p. 130 - 132, for additional test information.

Table 16. (concluded)
Name of Test What It Tests Grade Reliability
Level Coefficient
Otis Classification
(3 forms) General Achievement
and intelligence JU fi « 0.950
How Tests Would Be Used
Opening, of school .— Ho one who has not been at the School X on
registration days can appreciate the influx of new pupils to all grades,
each accompanied by one or both parents. Some pupils have credentials from
previous schools, and other want to be placed where the parents say. After
two or three days of this it is difficult to preserve one's equanimity
J
Thus, tne use of standardized tests far all pupils at the opening of school,
seems a welcome and valid means of doing away with a great deal of tne con-
fusion, as well as being far more fair to the pupil. And it is with the
pupil's welfare that the school should be most concerned.
Method of use .— with the introduction of standardized tests as a
a/The grade level means the point at which this test could be used at
School X. If a test can be used in grades other tnan those with which
the thesis deals, the test is not so labeled in the table.
b/ln the manuals of the various tests some list coefficients of correlation
between two tests on tne same group under tne same condition, and tnerefore i
they are reliability coefficients. Hote the exception **c*.
c/These reliability coefficients are based on the split-halves system (com-
paring the correlation coefficient of the even items of the test witn the
correlation coefficient of the odd items of the same test) and then correct-
ed, or stepped-up, by the Spearman-Brown prophecy formula. Therefore, the
reliability coefficients are less dependable: see E.F. Lindquist, A First
Course in Statistics , Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1938* p. 20^.
d/Recommended for use by Myers and Ruch with their Progress Test.
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means of grade placement some changes in the strati on period would
occur. The first day would be given over to tne simple registration of
data about each pupil for the individual record^card, and turning in of
such credentials as each might have. The first two hours of the second
day would be given over to continuation of the previous day's work, for
those children of families who nave arrived on the Post late on the day
before.-^ At ten in the morning the pupils would assemble in age groups
in the class-rooms and be given a general achievement test. The writer
would suggest the use of the New Stanford Achievement Tests for tnose
probably falling in grades seven to nine, selected because of its high
reliability coefficient. For tne group probably falling in grades nine
to twelve the Sones-Harry high School Achievement Test offers a high mea-
sure of reliability and is easy to score. The authors of this test advise
or suggest the use of the Otis ^uick Scoring Mental Ability, Gamma Test,
with it, and therefore, (as the authors of the Sones-harry test must have
had good and valid reasons for such recommendation) the writer would have
tnis test administered about a week later. At the same time the Otis stuick-
I
Scoring Mental Ability, Beta Test, would be given to grades seven and eight.
On the afternoon of the second day the Otis Group Intelligence Scale, Ad-
vanced, would be administered to the entire school. Its reliability is
very high, and it would provide an identical means of measurement of intelli'
gence for the entire school. For the second general achievement test admin-
istered, a week later, groups seven and eight would take the Metropolitan
Achievement, Advanced Battery, whicn has a high reliability coefficient,
l/The two children’s Schools open at the same time as tne Marine Corps School
(for officers), but tne officers 1 times for reporting for duty may cover a
forty-eight £our period; hence tne need of a period for registration on the
second day.
..
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and groups nine, ten, eleven, and twelve, would take the Myers-Ruch High
School Progress Test, which has a fairly high reliability and has a very
easy scoring device. In addition to the tests already mentioned, the writer
would administer one other. Some pupils will come to the school from sys-
tems having a total of eleven grades and will present their seventh grade
graduation certificates, showing themselves ready for the high school. As
in the past some of tnese pupils have shown themselves immature-^ and others
quite ready for high-school work, tne writer would have them take the
Standard Graduation Test.
Discrepancies in teso results.— Where a wide range is noted in a
given pupil's two series of tests, that pupil would be re-tested a week
later, with one of the forms of the earlier tests.
Dumber of testing periods .— At tne year's half-way point, early Janu-
ary, tne entire school would be re-tested by different forms of the same
general achievement tests earlier used, and in the same order. This would
be done again at the close of school in May. General Intelligence tests
would be administered only at the opening and the closing of the school
year.
Other administrations of tests .— Pupils entering late in the year will
be tested in the same manner as those tested at tne opening of school. When
pupils can give us more than an hour or two notice before leaving the school,
they will be tested before leaving the school, and the results (as well as
name of the test) recorded on their transfer records, mailed to the next
school. In grades seven and eight the Otis Glassification Test can be used
1/ This statement is made from experience and the judgments of other teachers
in the school. Do testing devices were used to prove whether such judgments
were correct or not.
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when further general diagnosis seems necessary. Its reliability is high.
When a general achievement test points toward weakness in a specific
field, further diagnostic testing should be conducted by the subject-matter
teacher. This will help in showing where re-teaching and remedial work
should begin. The selection of these tests will be maae, largely, by the
subject-matter teacher, although she will be expected to show good reasons
for her selections.
Application of the results or tne testin„ program.— If a pupil should
show the same grade level for all subject-matter fields, he presents no
problem for placement, unless it is way below where he has been working in
school. In such a case the parents would, in all probability, raise strenu-
ous objections if the school turned him back to the lower grade. Again if
a pupil showed levels of achievement in grades five, seven and eight, for
example, with a low intelligence quotient, - or the same levels with a high
intelligence quotient, the school would have another problem in explaining
to the parents the placement of these two pupils in possible different
grades.
Method of promotion .— Therefore, instead of trying to find one average
level of achievement for each pupil, the writer suggests that the pupils
have continuous promotion, in graces seven through twelve, making it possibl
for them to work at different levels of achievement in different subject-
matter fields. This, combined with the suggested organization of courses
to be found in Chapter IV and Chapter V, would mean tnat tne school was try-
ing, to the best of its ability, to give each pupil exactly what he was
ready for, so caring for the aggravated individual differences mentioned in
Chapter I. In the case of a pupil showing the need of some work below grade
. .
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seven, he would be placed in the seventh grade course, but given different
work to do. This would be done, rather than have him attend a course in
the elementary school, as that building is so far-reraoved.
Adjustments of established policy .— Having established a system of
continuous promotion, occasions might arise when it would seem wise, on the
part of the supervisor or teachers to waive this policy. As an example, if
an eleven-year-old pupil should show himself ready for courses on tne ninth-
grade level the writer would recommend tnat tne pupil be retained, because
of his age, in courses on the eight-grade level, ana be given series of
enriched unit-assignments. However, for this and other possible cases,
waiving the policy would be a matter of judgment, determined by the indi-
vidual conditions, and in keeping with the concept of caring for individual
differences, some of which will be unforeseen.
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CHAPTER IV
URIT ORGANIZATION OF COURSES IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Background of Opinion
National Survey report ,— In a small school facilities for separation
of classes into college preparatory and non-college preparatory sections
are lacking, even if desirable. Under some teacning methods classes are
carried on, boring to a few, interesting to a few, and too difficult for
some. School X has just such a situation. Although individual teachers
have made certain allowances for differences within the group, there have
been other teachers who have maintained but one standard of achievement.
The teachers of this latter group have received the full support and back-
ing of the school board. Such a rigid "standard" as this seems particular-
ly undesirable to the writer. The pupils have had many and varied types of
schooling, both in and out of the United States in public schools and in
private schools, and by the Calvert system.-^ Such rigidity of standards is
most trying for the pupils. Standards of achievement are desirable, yes,
but all of us have varying interests, and know that it is possible to reaqh
a destination by more than one road. This was brought out by the National
Survey of Secondary Education:
l/Under the Calvert system the parents act as intermediaries in presenting
correspondence courses in any grace from one through twelve. The assigned
written work, including the tests, is corrected at the Calvert System Offices
in Baltimore or Chicago. Certificates are issued on the completion of each
course.
2/A.K. Loomis, Edwin S. Lide, B. Lamar Johnson, The Program of Studies , Bui.
1952, No. 17, National Survey of Secondary Education, Monograph No. 19«
United States Government Printing Office, tVaehington, 1953* P« l67»
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The most significant changes over tne full period (1906-1930)
are shown in the tendency to provide a much wider range of materials
of instruction, and these of a richer and more practical nature ....
In each (non-academic and academic courses) tne tendency is to make
the offering more immediately significant.
They also state that great effort is being made to meet ana provide
for individual differences, for exploration and guidance, and for economy
of tirne.-^/
Anotner view-noint .— In any number of readings reference to individual
differences may be found, placing the emphasis upon fitting the indiviuual
to meet life as well as possible. Thomas H. Briggs, Teacners College, ool-
2/
umbia University, writes.
Bud gradually there has developed a philosophy, as yet far from
constant application, that secondary education in a democracy siiould
provide training suitable to the needs, the capacities, ana tne spe-
cial aptitudes of every youth. Tnis philosophy applied to tne known
facts of individual differences necessitates a far more liberal offer-
ing by our schools than is now generally attempted - or than is pos-
sible in those of small enrollment.
The writer agrees with Professor Briggs tnat it is difficult, in a
small school, to present as wide a range of offerings as the large school,
but the writer also believes that it is possible in a school of any size,
to present a far wider range of material within each course tnan is gener-
ally done, thus compensating, in part, the lack of a wide range of courses.
Organization .— Through the organization of courses into units and
unit assignments, it should be possible for a pupil to enter into his
normal class-group at any period of the year. By giving him tne mastery
tests of the unit-assignments covered prior to his arrival the teacher can
l/lbid., p. 270 .
^/Thomas H. Briggs, Secondary Eaucation . The iiscmillan Company, »ew York,
1954, p. 1J2-155.
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Put him to work on those (as a whole or in part) where ne shows he is un-
familiar with the work. Within two, three, or four weeks he should be
able to keep abreast of his fellow pupils. Another great advantage, too,
would be to give out the unit-assignments to the end of the school year
when you know a pupil will be leaving some three to seven weeks early. It
would enable him to complete his year in full standing, and tnus be more
easily transferred to his new school. If continuous promotion is put into
practice, as recommended in Chapter III, an incoming pupil will be set at
work at the point he dropped hiw work in the previous school. J-'ests will
be used in determining the point where a new pupil will begin his work.
A reminder lo readers.— In reading the following junior-high-school
United States history unit and unit-assignment of this chapter, and the
senior-high-school chemistry unit and unit-assignment of the next chapter,
the reader must remember that the unit is purely for teacher use, and
that the unit-assignment is for pupil use, although the teacher will use
it for reference. The unit-assignments will guide a pupil inrough a course
rather than dictate the way through.
Terminology Used-^
The unit .— The unit is the best verbal statement the teacher can make
of the total learning product sought, and is made up of recognizable and
worthwhile changes. Its sentences are declarative, and its words are on
the pupil level. The unit is for teacher-use, not pupil-use.
Delimitation o f the unit.— The delimitation of the unit sets bound-
l/The terms defined are based upon the writer's conception of their meanings
as gained from the course in Unit Assignment under Professor Roy 0. Billett,
School of Education, Boston University, 195<3“1959«
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aries to the broad total learning product sought. Io breaks down and sim-
plifies the unit. The delimitation, for teacher-use, is stated declarative-
iy.
Unit-assignment .— This is the pupil's guide to new goals of learning.
Some of it may be oral, ana part of it written, or all of it may be written.
It includes all tne instructions the teacher believes tne pupil will need
to seek and to gain the new goals of learning.
Incidental learnin;, products.— The inciuental learning products are
learning products some of the pupils may gain. They are not considered in
planning the unit-assignment.
Activity yuiue .— The activity guide may be written, typed, or mimeo-
graphed. This guiae is given to the pupil and may include all or part of
the introduction, will have a tentative time schedule, directions, questions,
problems, or problem-situations, required activities, and a numbered read-
ing-reference list.
Vocabulary list .— A list of key words or expressions may be given to
the pupil to be used as an aid to learning. This is not a list to be mem-
orized, and some pupils may not use it at all.
Introduction.— Each unit could have more than one introduction, as
a discussion, a film, a field trip, an exhibit, a dramatization, a story,
or some other activity. Its purpose is to be a motivating force towards the
new learning goals.
Discussions .— Discussions will oe held both during and after the unit,
as indicated by the tentative time schedule. Their purpose is to pool ex-
periences, understandings, ana information, and to clarify misconceptions.
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Reading list ,— A list of the books that may be used to carry out the
unit assignment is incorporated in the activity guide. The books are
numbered. The same number will precede the page reference used in the
unit-assignment. A teacher's reading list may also be incorporated.
Check-up tests .— Tests given during the study of a unit may be oral,
oral and written, or written. The written parts are included in this thesis,
and are entitled "check-up® tests. The time for taking one of the check-
up tests is indicated in the time schedule.
Clustery test .— The mastery test falls at the conclusion of the pupil's
preparation of the unit. As a rule this test will be taken -grior to the
general discussion of the unit. A poor test neeas investigation. Further
work and study, or an individual conference may be needed to assist the
pupil in gaining clearer pinder standings, judgments, appreciations, and
learnings, before going on to the next unit.
Auxiliary tests .— The auxiliary tests are for use in re-testing, if
the teacher so desires. The examples of auxiliary tests in the United
States history unit are of the essay type, and therefore not as objective
as the regular tests, both check-up and mastery. The auxiliary mastery
test might be used some time after tne completion of a unit to check on its
retention.
Optional related activities .— The optional related activities are to
care for individual differences as to capacity, ability, skill, interest,
and the like. They vary in type, so that each pupil can find sometning
.*
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special to do after he had completed his required work. In tnis thesis
the optional activities are listed, but in practice each would be on a
separate card in a file accessible to all pupils.
Necessary explanations .— Reference will be found in the unit assign-
ments to a Student Committee. This group changes for each unit, and is
elected by the class. Its function is to plan for presentation of the
optional related activities, and to handle matters upon which the entire
class wishes to act.
When the character § appears in the delimitation of the unit, it in-
dicates that tne lowest ability group will not be expected to master the
information of the sentence or part of a sentence immediately following.
When the character appears doubled (#$), it denotes tnat neither txie
lowest nor the middle ability groups will be expected ao master the infor-
mation of the sentence or part of a sentence immediately following.
The appearance of the asterisk (*) preceding a statement or item signi
fies that that statement or item will appear on the activity guide given to
the pupils.
Statements written within parentheses in the unit-assignment are teacn
er-airections.
Suggested Unit and Unit-Assignment for a Junior-high-scnool Course
Class data .— This unit and unit-assignment are for a required course
in eighth-grade United States history. The class, twenty-five to thirty
in number, meets daily during periods of fifty minutes each. For two ad-
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ditional periods per week it meets for geography. The work of tne two
classes is correlated, and the instruction is by tne same teacher.
Previous units .— After the class has received instruction on tne use
of the unit-assignment, it will study its first unit, entitled, aA New Na-
tion is Born, 176^-1789". Next, they will study a unit called, "A New
Nation establishes a New Government, 1781-1789"* Thus this sample unit
will be the third of the year.
The New Nation Takes Up Its Tasks, 1789-1829
Unit .— Everyone was watching to see how tne new nation would meet the
many problems confronting it. . Wasnington, as first president, establisned
a Union in which the people had faith, accompanied by great respect for
their new constitution.
Natural differences of opinion arose in establishing the new government
and caused sides to be taken. Each side formed a politcal party. Each of
the two parties had a turn at the government, and managed well. Territory
was added, the debt was reduced, and the nation prospered.
European disorders finally involved us in a second war with England.
Iu left us with a feeling of strong national pride, iwonroe, in our new
confidence, announced us the defender of the small American republics to
our south. With our growing strength other countries began to recognize
us and give us position.
Delimitation of unit .
—
(This unit will take three or four weeks).
1. In 1790 the first census was taken in order to know how many repre-
sentatives each state should have in Congress.
f2. The only cities found to have more than 6,000 population were Phila-
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delphia. New York, Boston, and Baltimore, and Charleston.
Frequent epidemics resulted from poor sanitation.
4. Fire caused great destruction. *Philadelphia had the only "bucket
brigade. *
5. Travel was difficult, by stagecoach, flat-bottomed boat, or horse-
back.
6. Post offices had increased, but service was poor.
7. Plantation owners in the south and rich merchants in the north lived
luxuriously.
8. Frontiersmen struggled and had faith in the new nation.
9. Manufacturing had slightly increased over the pre-war output.
10. Farming conditions were difficult.
11. Commerce had recommenced, and American ships were being seen in the
Orient.
12. George 'Washington, of Virginia, and John Adams, of Massachusetts,
were first president and vice-president.
jfl^. Because of delays Washington's inaugural was late, though March 4th
was the established day from that time until ratification of the
twentieth amendment in 1955 *
14. Washington's first task was to form a cabinet:
Secretary of State: Thomas Jefferson.
Secretary of the Treasury: Alexander Hamilton.
^Secretary of War: Henry Knox.
jffAttorney-General : hdmund Randolph.
^Postmaster-General : Samuel Osgood.
15. The first Congress had many problems to decide.
a. It decided, first, to make arrangements to pay all bills. A
tariff, was passed, thus giving immediate funds.

68
b. It established a series of national courts. To the Supreme
Court of tne United States a chief justice, John Jay, *and
five associate justices were appointed. *The basis of our
national court system is still found in the Judiciary Act.
c. After much debate ten amendments were added to the Constitution.
These are called the American Bill of Rights.
16. The great Secretary of the Treasury, Alexander Hamilton, established
the credit of the United States among the nations of the world.
a. The United States assumed the entire debt incurred by the Revolu-
tion $( around $54,000,000).
b. The United States assumed state debts remaining from the Revolu-
tion.
c. An excise, or internal-revenue, was laid on domestic whiskey.
d. A national bank, with a twenty year charter, was established at
Philadelphia, ftIts capital was $10,000,000 (§2,000,000 from the
government and §8,000,000 from tne people).
17. Hamilton's plans split the people into two groups: Federalists (sup-
porters) and Republicans (enemies). Tnomas Jefferson was his greatest
opponent.
18. During the French Revolution Washington established a stand of neutral-
ity.
19. Under Washington, a treaty with ungland agreed to a peaceful arbitra-
tion of the northern boundary dispute of Maine.
20. About the same time, a treaty with Spain allowed United States citi-
zens the right to navigate the Mississippi and to deposit their goods
at New Orleans
.
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Business conditions during Washington's two administrations were good.
John Adams, a Federalist like Washington, succeeded him as president.
Adams sent emissaries to France, wnich had resented our neutral stand,
a. Three Frenchmen tried to bribe them to the French way of thinking.
In presenting this to Congress, Adams called the men X,Y, and Z.
As a result of this we carried on an undeclared war against French
snips.
b. Napoleon amicably settled the dispute in 1800.
#24. The passage of the Alien and Sedition Acts sounded the death-knell
of the Federalists.
a. One of Adams' last acts as president was to appoint John Marshall
as Chief Justice. He established, among other decisions, the
absolute supremacy in law of the Constitution,
b. Jefferson and his friends organized their party carefully, among
the farmers of tne north and south. Jefferson was elected to the
presidency in 1800.
25. Thomas Jefferson was tne first president to be inaugurated in the new
city of Washington.
26. Jefferson and his Secretary of tne Treasury, Albert Gallatin, cut the
expenses of government, succeeded in having Congress do away with the
excise tax, and paid off from one-third to one-half of tne national
debt.
#27.
28.
Although pacifistic by nature, Jefferson used the warships built to
prey on French ships, to whip the Barbary pirates on the northern
coast of Africa.
Napoleon, in need of funds for war against England, offered to James
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Monroe and Robert Livingston, Lew Orleans and the Louisiana Terri-
tory. After debate on its constitutionality, Jefferson purchased
it for $15,000,0©Q.
29. a. Meriwether Lewis and itfilliam Clark were sent by Jefferson to ex-
plore the northwestern Louisiana Territory. They brought back the
news of the value of the great tract.
b. Zebulon Pike explored the southwestern region of the Louisiana
Territory.
50. After prolonged dispute Jefferson purcnased from Spain the wnole of
Floridaj^for #5,000,000.
pi. In his years in office Jefferson triea to keep the Unitea States out
of war with England. The latter was impressing American and natural-
ized American sailors into her service. The Embargo Act, which for-
bade American ships to sail to foreign ports, was an atuempt to main-
tain peace.
52. Jefferson's presidency saw great prosperity and expansion.
55* James Madison, a follower of Jefferson, succeeded him for two terms.
^4. In spite of Madison's efforts Congress, led by Henry Clay and John C.
Calhoun ("War Hawks"), declared war against -ngland in 1812.
#a. 1812 saw defeats on land and victories at sea for the Americans,
An English blockade stopped further war ar sea. In 181^ Perry
was victorious on Lake Erie, ana MacDonough on Lake Chaplain.
The British burned Washington, but were repulsed elsewhere.
Jackson held New Orleans.
b. The Treaty of Ghent, 1814, declared the countries at peace.
55. In 1817 the English and Americans agreed 00 aisarm tneir common
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frontier, both land and water.
56. In 1818 the English ana Americans agreed to settle on their common
boundary. They establisned tne forty-niith parallel ©£ latitude from
the Lake of the Joods west to Oregon, which territory they were to
occupy jointly for twenty years.
57« European nations granted us more respect after tne War of 1812. As
for us, we gained more confidence, and developed new leaders.
58. James Monroe, another supporter of J effersonian democracy, took of-
fice for two terms in 1617.
$39. A famous decision of tne Supreme Court's, 1819, held tnat Congress
could pass any law which was not forbidden by the Constitution, if
such a law would help to carry out other powers given to Congress in
the Constitution.
40. Great controversy arose over slavery when Missouri asked, in 1819, to
be admitteu as a slave state. This would give one more slave tnan
free state, and would be a precedent for tne whole Louisiana Terri-
tory. As a result, the Missouri Compromise was passed in 1820:
a. Missouri came in as a slave state.
b. Maine came in as a free state.
c. Ho more states were to be admitted north of Missouri's southern
boundary with slavery.
41. The famous Monroe Doctrine appeared in 1823 . It was issued as a re-
sult of the expressed desire of the Holy Alliance (Prussia, Austria,
and Russia) to assist Spain in regaining her former colonies in South
America, and Russia to gain Oregon. The United States recognized the
former as independent republics. In general it said:
*'
.
*
, .
.
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*
t „
a. United States did not intend to meddle v/ith the affairs of the
42.
Old ./orId.
b. United States was unwilling to have Europe meadle in the affairs
of the independent nations of America,
c. As the oldest American republic, we would protect our weaker
neighbors against any such interference.
Toward the close of Monroe's second term the new west, the south, and
New Englana, all had their candidates for the presidency. As no one
received sufficient votes at the election, the House of Representatives
chose, from the three highest, John Quincy Adams, son of the second
president,
4;>. Although John Adams served ably for one term, he was maligned. He was
the last of the Jeffersonian democrats. Andrew Jackson was elected to
succeed him.
Incidental learning products:- (partial list)
1. Many parts of the Orient and the West Indies (regions with which
many of the children of School X are familiar) are no more advanced in sani-
tation, fire protection, mails, and the like, than United States was in 1825,
2. Folitics did not play as great a part in the election of early
presidents as today.
We are indebted to the men who established our "new nation* for the
calmness and wisdom in their acts.
4. The mail service in this country today is far superior to tnat of
1790, yet we must thank the early post riders for their efforts to make
communication better.
5. We should be thankful to Major l'Enfant for his many ideas in plan-
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ning with such foresight the present beautiful capital city.
6.
The great faith shown by early citizens of the United States in
their country, did much to aid its success.
Mastery test :
—
Directions: Read the following sentences carefully. If you wish, fill in
the blanks from the words or phrases that follow each question. Next, in
the column at the left of the sentences, write the number of each omitted
word or phrase, as selected from the list below.
_
1
.
2 .
_
4
.
_5.
_
6
.
_
7 .
_
8
.
__
9 .
10
.
I. In 1790 the first census was taken. Cities with over 6,000
population were Philadelphia, Dew fork, Boston, Baltimore
,
and
(1)
Communication among these cities was slow. In travel-
ing from one of these cities to another, you would usually go by
(2)
or ( 5 ) . Oftentimes, to get to the towns away from
the cities you could travel by (4) . YYhen you could not go your
self, you sent news by the (5) , although this was unsatis-
factory. Because of this poor communication, rVashington was not
(6)
_
on time. All but one of these cities faced two great
problems: ( 7 ) and (8) . The city that had only one of
these was ( 9 ). It had (10).
1. bucket brigade
2. mails
p. housing
4. Annapolis
5. Charleston
6. elected
7. sanitation
8. sailboats
9. Richmond
10. New York
11. stagecoach
12 newspapers
15
.
inaugurated
14. Philadelphia
15. horseback
16.
fire protection 17
.
flat-bottomed boat
1
2
4 .
5.
6
.
.
7 .
8 .
.
9 .
II. Life was not the same for all, in 1790. Some people lived
in luxury, as the (l) and the ( 2 ) , while others
struggled to live, as the ( 5 ) and (4) . Still others
were building the country, as the (5) and the (6) .
All of these people had great ( 7 ) , ana were carrying the
glag (8)
__ ,
even as far as the ( 9 ) .
1 . manufactur er s
2. westward
5. planters
4. had faith
5. slaves
6. frontiersmen
7. merchants
8. eastward
9. traders
10.
trappers
11. farmers
12. Europe
l^. slave-trader
14. Orient
15. were spirit-
less
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1
.
2
.
4.
5
.
6
.
7.
_ _
8 .
1
.
2
.
5..
4.
5
..
6
.
7/
8 .
9..
1
..
2 .
5-.
4..
5
.
_
6.
7.
;
8 .
9.
10
.
III. One of Washington's first tasks, as president, was to form
a (l) . He appointed (2)Las Secretary of State and (5)
as Secretary of the Treasury. The vice-president, elected with
him was (4) . The great Secretary of the Treasury establisne
the (5) , by four means: (6) , (7)„ > (8)_ , and
(9) . These plans spli£ the people into two groups: his
supporters, (10) , and his enemies, (11) . This latter
group was led by (12) .
10. 1. Henry Knox 11. cabinet
11. 2. Alexander Hamilton 12. paying the Revolutionary
12. 5. John Adams debt of the United States
4. Thomas Jefferson 15. establishing state banks
5.
6.
Edmund Randolph
Samuel Osgood
14. credit of the separate
states, in Europe
7. Samuel Adams 15. assuming the Revolution-
6. Federalists ary state debts
9. supreme court 16. establishing a high tariff
10. Republicans 17. Establishing an excise tax
18. credit of the United States
in Europe
19.
20.
credit of each state
establishing a national
bank
IV. The first Congress had many problems to decide. First, it
decided to (l)
=
_.
Second, in order to have money, it estab-
lished a (2) . T.aen it established a series of (3) •
The laws of this system are still found in the (4) . Through
the (5) Congress also granted 4 s Had been agreed with cer-
tain states) (6) , (7).
part of the famous (9)
and (8) These are but a
1. right of United States 8. to mint new money
over states 9. right of petition
2. freedom of speech and 10. Bill of Rights
press 11. Judiciary Act
5. freedom of trial by jury 12. domestic tax
4. second amendment 15. tariff
5. right of assembly 14. state courts
6.
7.
to pay all bills
first ten amendments
15. national courts
V. When Washington began his work as president, the (l)
taking place in Europe, and many countries were at war. People
in this country became highly excited, but the calm president
was
decided on (2)_ even when (3) and the followers of (4)
urged him otherwise. During this period two great treaties
were signed, one with England ana one with (5) . The first
was a settlement of (6) , and the second granted frontier
Americans the (7) and (8) . Under Y/ashington the
country was managed well and its business (9) • This first
president declined to serve as (10) .
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1. Genet 10. right to navigate the Mississippi
2. Hamilton 11. Maine's boundary dispute
5. France 12. began to pick up
4. prospered lj. right of deposit at New Orleans
5. Jefferson 14. right to sell gooae anywhere on the
6. Monroe Mississippi
7. Spain 15. Neutrality
8. French Revolution 16. supporting France
9. second term 17 . third term
18. accession of Napoleon
1
.
2
.
5 .
4.
5.
6
.
7 .
8 .
9..
10
.
11
.
elected.
Court.
VI. Washington's successor, (1) was a member of the (2)
party, and carried on Washington's policies. France was angry
because we had not given her aid in her troubles, so the new
president decided to send ( 5 ) to discuss our relations.
France's representatives, X, Y, and Z, offered to make us errone-
ously (4) . As a result we carried on our first war. It
was (5) against (6) . It was not unoil 1800 tnat
friendliness was resumed through the efforts of (7) . While
this trouble haa been going on Congress naa passed two laws: one
made it difficult to become an American citizen and was called
the (8) . The other wa3 the (9) . These acts of Congress
made the administration unpopular, and the president was not re-
As a last measure he appointed (lO^-Chief Justice of the Supreme
To his decisions we owe the supremacy of the ( 11 ) .
1. Constitution
2. Sedition Act
5.
national courts
4. Republican
5. French ships
6. George Washington
7. Federalist
8 . Jonn Adams
9.
Englisn snips
10. emissaries
11. Alien Law
12. declared
1^. territory
14.
Jefferson and iv
15. Thomas Jefferson
16. Napoleon
17 . undeclared
18. John Marshall
19 . bribes
20. Supreme Court
is on
1
..
2 .
5 *.
4 •
5.
6
.
7 .
8 .
9.
VII. The third president was (l)
His greatest supporters ’were the ( 5 )
president to be inaugurated in (4)
_
of the (2) party.
.
He was the first
.
The man who haa in-
cited the .Vhiskey Rebellion, under Washington, was named Secre-
tary of tne Treasury, (5) by name. He successfully (6)
, (7) , and (8) . On tne whole this president
was a peaceful man, yet he felt it important to carry on war
against the ( 9 ) to making shipping safe for us.
1. farmers
2. Republicans
J. manufacturers
4. Federalist
5. Philadelphia
15. increased the tariff
6. James Monroe 11. District of Columbia
7. James Madison 12. Barbary pirates
8. Albert Gallatin 1^. Napoleon's ships
9. Thomas Jefferson 14. cut expenses of govern
10.
annul ed excise ment
tax 16. reduced the national
debt

1 .
2 .”
5.
4.~
s.;
6 •
7.
'
8 .
9.
10 .'
11 .
12 .
15.
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VIII. Shortly before Jefferson became president, Spain sold to
(1) the vast (2) . This worried us, for their ruler
was ambitious and we feared he would (3) and (4) .
Two delegates approached him to buy New Orleans, but these men,
Livingston and (5) were offered the whole territory. Jef-
ferson, wondering whether this was (6) , purchased the region
for (7) . Wanting to know what it was that he had bought
Jefferson sent (8) and (9) to explore the northwestern part
and (10) to explore the southwestern part. They brought
back news of its (11) . Not long afterwards (12) was
purchased from (13) for $5,000,000.
1. James Monroe
2. Zebulon Pike
3. William Lewis
4. James Madison
5. Meriwether Lewis
6. George Regers Clark
7. William cL&rk
Spain 17
•
stop right of 18.
deposit 19.
$15,000,000 20.
southern Florida 21
.
great wastes 22.
$20,000,000 16.
close the Missi-
ssippi
region around New Orleans
France
Florida country
mining possibilities
Louisiana country
great value
stop frontiersmen from
selling anywhere on the
Mississippi
9.
10 .
11 .
12 .
13.
14.
15.
1 .
2 .'
3.
4.
'
5.
6
.
'
7.
'
8 .
9.'
10 .*
11 .
12 .
13.
14.
*
15.
IX. Although Jefferson’s second administration witnessed great
prosperity and expansion, he was greatly troubled by England'
s
attitude toward us. England was (1) into her service. Some
of these men were (2) Americans and some were (3)
Americans. In an attempt to maintain peace American ships were
forbidden to sail to foreign ports. This was known as the (4)
.
Jefferson’s successor, (5) urged on by the War Hawks,
(6) and (7) , declared war against England in 1812. The
first year the Americans were (8) on land and (9) on
sea. Further war on the seas was stopped by an English blockade;
but on inland waters Perry on (10) and MacDonough on (11)
were undefeated. The British attacked Washington and (12)
it; they were repulsed at Baltimore. (13) fought the
famous battle of New Orleans after the peace treaty of (14)
_______
was concluded. Modern (15) would have halted this battle.
1. Ghent 9. Henry Clay 17. William Henry Harrison
2. undefeated 10. James Monroe 18. Embargo Act
3. Lake Erie 11. Sedition Act 19. Lake Champlain
4. travel 12. native bom 20. Lake Superior
5. held 13. defeated 21. impressing seamen
6. victorious 14. Lake George 22. naturalized
7. burned 15. James Madison 23. John C. Calhoun
8. Dtrecht 16 . communication 24. enlisting fflefl
25. Andrew Jackson
-•
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common frontier, by (2) it. Shortly after this they peace-
fully agreed on their boundary from the ( 3) westward on the
49th parallel of latitude to (4)
would jointly occupy for (5)
The latter region they
1 .
2 .
3.
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6 .
7.
8 .
9.
Lake Superior
fortifying
20 years
10. 15 years
4. Columbia River 7. Lake of the Woods
5. precedent 8. disarming
6. 25 years 9. line
11. Oregon country
served two terms as president, 1817-XI. James Monroe, a (1)
1825. In each of his administrations a far-reaching event took
place. The first was (2) and the second was (3) . By
the first act (4) entered the Union as a
as a free state.
?a 1,5;
slave state, and (5)
that states (6)
would be (8)
( 9 ) •
In addition, it was further established
_. Thus the greater part of the (7)
and the number of slave and free states was
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
5.
8 .
Louisiana 9. no other states north of southern
Monroe Doctrine Mississippi could have slaves.
North-west territory 10. Ohio
Federalist 11. Missouri Compromise
Missouri 12. Maine
two other states north of south- 13. unequal
ern Missouri could have slaves 14. Louisiana territory
Republican 15. equal
recognition of the Holy Alli- 16 . forever slave
ance 17. forever free
1. XII. The second far-reaching event of Monroe’s administration came
2. to a climax in 1823. Foreign powers were threatening (1) and
3. (2) . As a result three great decisions were issued on the
4. subject: (3) , (4) , and (5) . At least in part thes
5. decisions are respected today. In the selection of Monroe’s suc-
6. cessor there were several candidates from whom to choose. Finally
7. (6) was elected by the (7) . For such an emergency ther
8. is a provision in the (8) . He served ably for one term, and
9. proved to be the last of the ( 9X—..Though the many stories circu-
lated about him were untrue, they made possible the election of the represen-
tative of a new party.
e
e
1. Constitution 10. U.S. would not meddle in Old World Affairs
2. Amendments 11. U.S. would not allow Old Wrorld to meddle in
3. U.S. would protect weak- independent nations of New World
er independent southern 12. U.S. did not want Old World to meddle in
republics independent nations of New World.
4. U.S. would protect weak-
we independent southern
republics against the Holy Alliance.

5. South America
6. Central America
7. Louisiana territory
8. John Quincy Adams
9. U.S. would follow affirs in Old
World to protect U.S.' interests
l^. Jeffersonian democracy
14. Oregon
15. House of Representatives
16
.
Federalists
17. Andrew Jackson
Check-up Tests :
—
Check-up test 1: questions I and II from tne mastery test.
Check-up test 2: Questions III through VI from the mastery test.
Check-up test Questions VII through XII from tne mastery test.
Auxiliary tests :— When a pupil shows the need of further testing the same
test may be given as originally for the re-testing. However, this may not
prove wise or adequate always. Tnerefore, for the re-testing one of the fol-
lowing three check-ups tests may be used.
Check-up test 4: Write a general discussion entitled *A Bird's Eye View of
American Life in 1790".
The following list may serve as an aids
1. census 4. farmers
2. commerce 5. fire
2. epidemics 6. frontiersmen
10.
travel and communication
Check-up test 5: Write a general discussion entitled, "The Federalists Ac-
complished a Great Deal for the New Nation*.
The following list may serve as an aid:
1. Bill of Rights 4. Federal courts 7 . John Marshall
2. cabinet 5. Alexander Hamilton 8. neutrality
5. debts 6. inauguration 9. politics
10. treaties
7. manufacturers
8. merchants
9. planters
Check-up test 6: Write a general discussion entitled, "Jeffersonian Demo
cracy Did Much for the New Nation.*
The following list may serve as an aid:
1 . boundary
2. doctrine
economy
4. 1812
5. expeditions
6. Missouri
9. territories
7. peace and pirates
8. political contro-
versy
10. treaties

Mastery test 2; Men a pupil shows the need of a secoin mastery test, the
original one may be repeated, or the following one may be given. Question
number two may be used after all discussions of the unit bas taken place, if
the teacher wishes to give the time to an essay test. She may present the
question with or without the "aids*.
I. Spend no more than five minutes on this question, and then go on to
question two.
Place in front of the names in the left column the number of the most
closely associated item of the right column. Do not use a number twice.
John Adams 1
.
John Quincy Adams 2.
_Bolivar and San Martin p.
_Calhoun and Olay 4.
_Albert Gallatin 5.
Alexander Hamilton 6.
Andrew Jackson 7*
John Jay 8
Thomas Jefferson 9*
_Francis Scott Key 10.
_Lewis and Clark 11.
James Madison 12.
James Monroe 1J.
jOlivcr Hazard Perry 14.
George Washington lo.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20 .
21 .
22 .
II. Write a general discussion of the
Tasks, 1789-1829."
arbitration
War of 1812
extravagance
national anthem
national bank
hero of Lake Champlain
explored the northwestern region
Era of Good Feeling
hero of Lake Erie
urged War of 1812.
explored the upper Mississippi
undiplomatic in nis dealings
independent Republics to the south
neutrality
carried out economy measures
Florida conquest
expansion and prosperity
House of Representatives
Hartford Convention
John Marhsall
overconfident of his work
Treaty of Ghent
topic, "The New Nation Takes Up Its
The following may be used as an aid, if you wish.
I. The Federalists
1. 17S9-1796 j Washington
a. The new Congress" work
b. Financial policies
c. Neutrality
a. Treaties
e. Politics
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2. 1797-1801: Adams, J,
a. France
b
.
Alien and Sedition Acts
c. John Marshall
II. Jeffersonian democracy
1. 1801-1809: Jefferson
a. Louisiana
b. Florida
c. Financial policies
d. Foreign relations
2. 1809-1817 i Madison
a. War of 1812
b. Boundary settlement
5. 1817-1825: Monroe
a. Missouri Compromise
b. Monroe Doctrine
4. 1§25-1829: Adams, J.Ci.
a. Apparent failure
Unit assignment .— Introduction: (verbal) "On last Friday you saw the Con-
stitution and the Declaration of Independence in the Library of Congress.
You had studied about them. You also were present at a sitting of t&e
Supreme Court, and heard a decision handed down. In tne Cg.pitol, some of
you listened to the House and others to the Senate. On your return to
Quantico you stopped at Mount Vernon.
"In a modern bus, on well-paved streets, in a great modern city, this
was an easy task.
"But in 1790 things were different: Washington aia not exist. What was
this country like at tnat time? How was the macninery of its government
oiled in order to get in working order? Who were the men who aiu it? What
trouble beset them? What did they hand down to you?
"After you have studied the new unit you are about to receive, you
should be better able to answer these questions than now."
(Have some pupil pass out activity guides).
*Directions:

*1. You may work in small groups, if you wish.
*2. Let your Student Committee know what optional work you undertake in
order that plans can be made for exhibits, talks, debates, and other
activities, to be distributed over the next two to three weeks.
*5. Only one reference is required for each question, but more than one may
be found of use.
*4. There are three divisions for this unit-assignment. Come to me for a
check-up, both oral and written, at tne end of each division shown in
number five preceding the oral discussions.
*5. Class discussions will be held as follows: (unit-assignment given out
on Monday)
Question 1: Wednesday, first week (Check-up test 1 or 4)
Question 2: Tuesday, second week (Check-up test 2 or 5)
Question Wednesday, third week (Check-up test ^ or 6)
Mastery test: preferably by Monday, third week.
General discussion: Wednesday and Thursday, third week.
(Time schedule is subject to change, should class work warrant it).
"Are there any questions about the directions?" (Answers, possibly).
"You will see that there are three questions on your activity quiae.
Let us look at the first one."
*1. What was America like in 1790’
2: p. 191-199 , and p. 205-206; p. 159-161; 4: p. 178-179.
"'What do you think America was like in 1790?" (Answers, comments, and
discussion)
.
"Suppose that you were a traveler of 1790, what would you have wanted
to know about America before coming here?" (Answers, comments, and discussion)
"How would you have gone about finding this information?" (Answers, com-
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merits, and discussion),
"How would you go about it now?" (Answers, comments, and discussion).
"Perhaps now you would like to go about planning how you will work out
tnis unit. Don't hesitate, as you are planning and working, to ask me
questions".
(Preparation, testing, and presentation of question one).
"Kow most of us are ready for question two. Please read it".
*2. How did the Federalists help shape the new nation?
Is p. 175-188; 2: p. 209-244; y. p. 161-179; 4: p. 160-212; 5: p. 165-
182; 6: p. 186-202.
"What must you know before you can make any attempt to answer this
question?" (Answers, comments, and discussion).
"Having seen Mount Vernon, and having heard of George Washington since
the first grade, what kind of man do you think this first president was?"
(Answers, comments, and discussion).
*«hat kind of government do you think he would try to build?" (Answers,
comments, and discussion).
"Suppose that you had been trying to establish this new government:
what are some of the things that you would have had to do?" (Answers, com-
ments, and discussion).
"Has someone further questions, before going on to your work?" Answers,
possibly)
.
"Please get about the problem presented by question two."
(Preparation, testing, and presentation of question two).
"Do you feel that you are better prepared to answer question three than
question two?" (Answers).
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(Answers, comment, and discussion)"Why do you say 'yes' or 'no'? 8
"What is question three? 8 (Have someone read it).
*5. How did the Republicans, or Jeffersonian democrats, help shape the new
nation?
1: p. 189-215; 2: p. 227-247, p. 295-294, and p. 514-515; 5: p. ISO-
198, and p. 205-210; 4: p. 214-240, p. 256-259, p. 262-268, and p. 276-281;
5: p. 161-165; p. 182-206, and p. 218; 6: 204-256, and p. 245-246.
"From what you have learned about Thomas Jefferson, how do you think
his beliefs would make his government differ from that of George Washington?
(Answers, comments, and discussion).
"Have any of you neara of any of the stirring events that happened un-
der Jefferson, Madison, or Monroe? If so, won't you please tell us about
them? 8 (Answers, comments, and dicussion, probably).
"Has anyone a special question before going to work on question three? 8
(Answer, possibly).
(Preparation, testing and presentation of question three. This will be
followed oy the mastery test, and the periods of general discussion and ad-
ditional optional presentations).
Vocabulary *Famous Men
1 . amendment 1. John Adams
2. arbitrate 2. John Quincy Adams
5. assumption (of debt) 5. Simon Bolivar ,
4. blockade 4. John C. Calhoun^
5. cabinet 5. William Clark
6. capital 6. Henry Clay^/
7. Capitol 7. Stephen Decatur
8. compromise 8. Albert Gallatin
9. doctrine 9. Citizen Edmond Genet
10. domestic debt 10. Alexander Hamilton
11. embargo 11. William Henry Harrison-
1/fou will hear a great deal more of these men later
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12. excise (taj) 12. Andrew Jackson^/
15 . expedition 12. John Jay
14. Federalist 14. Thomas Jefferson
15. foreign debt 15. Francis Sjjott Key
16. frigate 16. Captain James Lawrence
17. Holy Alliance 17. Meriwether Lewis
18. inaugurate 18. Robert R. Livingston
19 . impressment 19. Commodore Thomas ^acDonough
20. internal improvements 20. James Madison
21. internal -revenue 21. General San Martin
22. merchantman 22. James Monroe
25 . message (to Congress) 22. Napoleon (Bonoparte)
24. midnight judges 24. Admiral Oliver Hazaru Perry
25. national bank 25. Lieutenant Zebulon Pike
26. naturalized 26. Sacajawea ,
27 . neutrality 27. General Winfield Scott-"'
28. nullify 28. Tecumseh
29 . oath 29. General George Washington
50 . precedent
51 . privateers
52 . proclamation
55. program
54. Republican
25. right of deposit
26. tariff
57* treaty
28. "War Hawks*
Reading list:
—
1. Rolla M. Tryon, Charles R. Langley, and Frances Morenouse, The American
Nation Yesterday and Today
.
Ginn and Company, Boston, Revised edition,
19^8.
2. Ruth West and Willis Mason West, The Story of Our country . Allyn and
Bacon, Boston, New York, 1926.
5.
R. 0. Hughes, Tne Making of Our Unitea States . Allyn and Bacon, Boston
New York, 1927.
4. William A. Hamm, Henry Eldridge Bourne, Elbert Jay Benton, A Unit His -
tory of the United States
,
L.C. Heath and Company, Boston, 1952.
5. Charles Garrett Vannest and Henry Lester Smith, Socializea History of
the United States
. Charles Scribner's Sons, New York, Chicago, 1954.
6. Wilbur Fisk Gordy, History of tne United States . Charles Scribner's
Sons, New York, Chicago, 1927.
7. James Barnes, The Hero of Erie . D. Appleton Century Company, Inc., New

8 .
9.
10
.
11
.
12
.
15 .
14.
15.
16
.
17.
18.
19.
20
.
21 .
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York, 1898.
A. F. Blaisdell and Francis K. Ball, nero Stories from American History .
Ginn ana Company, Boston; or in The American History Story Book . Little
Brown Company, Boston, 1912.
Alice Dalgliesh, America Travels; The Story of a Hundr&u Years of Travel
in Ameri ca. The Macmillan Company, New York.
Lawton B. Evans, Tne Trail Blazers . Milton Bradley Company, Springfield.
Francis »V. Halsey (ea.) Great Epochs in American History . Vol. IV, "Early
Years of the Republic*. (1784-1811). Funk ana W'agnalls Company, New York.
,
Great Epochs in Ameri can History
.
Vol. V, "The War of 1812
and After", (1812-1828). Funk and Wagnalls Company, New York.
A. 3. Hart and A. B. Chapman (ed.), Hoy; Our Grandfathers Lived
.
The Mac-
millan Company, New York.
James Kaler, With Perry on Lake Erie . W . A. Wilde Company, Boston, 1899.
W. R. Lighton, Lev; is ana Clark . Houghton Mifflin and Company, Hoston,
1901.
John T. McIntyre, On the Borders witn Andrew Jackson
.
Penn Publishing
Company, Philadelphia.
Genevieve Melody, Supplementary Studies in American History ,
and Carnaban, Chicago.
Bk. II, Lyon s
D. H. Montgomery, The Leading Facts of American History
.
Ginn and Com-
pany. Bosxon, 1917.
James Morgan, Our Presidents
.
The Macmillan Company, New York, 1926.
Samuel D. Moss, American History
.
Oxford Book Company, New York, Re-
vised Edition, 1950.
1951.
,
American History
.
Academic Book Company, Inc. New York,
22. David Saville Muzzey, The American Peop le. Ginn and Company, Boston,
1929.
25 . Jennie B. Pope, Helen B. Clark, and Robert G. Albion, Brief Biographies
in American History
.
Oxford Book Company, New York, 1950.
24. Edwin L. Sabin , Lost with Lieutenant Pike, J. B. Lippincott Company,
Philadelphia.
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25.
,
Opening th e Jest with Lewis and Clark . J.B. Lippincott
Company, Philadelphia.
26. Flora W. Seymour, Meriwether Lewis, Trail-Blazer. D. Appleton-Oentury
Company, Inc., New York.
27. Eleanor Sickels, In Calico and Crinoline: True Stories of American .lomen ,
1608-1865. The Viking Press, Inc., New York.
28. Gene Stone, The Story of Thomas Jefferson
,
Grosset and Dunlap, Inc., New
York (Barse and Company).
29. E. T. Tomlinson, Boy Sailors of 1812 . Lothrop, Lee ana Shepard Company,
New York.
pO. Hutton Webster, The History of Latin America
.
D. 0. Heath and Company,
Boston.
John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Company Series: (booklets cannot be
purchased, but may be secured from the main office in Boston).
51 . The Presidents of the United States .
52. George Washington, First President of the United States .
55* Mount Vernon, the Home of .Vasxiington .
54. The Flag of the Unitea States .
55. Mabel Mason Carlton, Thomas Jefferson. Lover of Liberty .
56.
,
Lewis and Clark, Pathfinders of the Great Northwest .
57* , Oliver Hazard Perry. Hero of Erie .
58 . John Quincy Adams. Sixtn President of the United States .
Suggestions for other interesting books will be found in references 1-6.
Encyclopedia:
59* Book of Knowledge . (20 vol.) The Grolier Society, New York.
40. The iiorld Book Encyclopedia
.
(18 vol.) ^uarrie Corporation, Chicago.
41. The Encyclopedia Americana
. (50 vol.) American Corporation, New York,
Chicago.
42. Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia
.
(15 vol.) F.E. Compton and Co., Chicago.
45. Pictured Kno>jledge
.
(8 vol.) Marshall Hughes Company, Kansas City

Optional related activities :
—
(Each of these items will be on a separate
card in a file accessible to the entire class).
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1. Collect, or take, pictures in nearby places showing spots of interest to
us, because they were here in 1790.
2. Plan a trip to Charlottesville to see: The University of Virginia,
founded by Jefferson in 1817; Michie Tavern, the home of Patrick Henry;
Monticello, the home of Jefferson; and Ashlawn, the home of Monroe.
Those who go make up a lecture, exhibit, or playlet, so that the others
may benefit by your visit.
5.
Find songs sung between 1790 and 1825 and prepare an entertainment us-
ing them.
4. Among the list of famous men accompanying this unit-assignment are ones
who may prove of interest to you. Make a report on one or more of them.
5. Make a report on any story book about this period.
6. Make an exhibit of items from this period.
7. You will find the John Hancock Booklets most entertaining. Read some of
them for your own benefit and tell the class why it might enjoy them.
Use part, or all, of them for a report.
8. Find out interesting facts about one or more of the frigates President
.
Constitution, and United States
.
Report on it.
9. Use your ingenuity to make a map for some part of this period.
10. How many instances did you come across for this period that would have
been altered with modern communication? V/hat differences might have ex-
isted had such communication been in use tnen?
11. Try editing a newspaper. It might be on any one of the important events
of the period, 6uch as: "X, Y, Z. Affair", the Midnight Judges, the .ihisky
Rebellion, tile battle between the Constitution and Querriere
,
the battle
the Chesapeake and Shannon
.
the case of McCulloch versus Maryland, the
Hartford Convention of 1814, or Washington's Farewell Address.
12. Look up and report on Major l'Enfant and his plans for the city of Wash-
ington
.
15. Make cartoons or drawings of any event of this period.
14. Write a friend describing the inaugural of either Washington or Jeffer-
son, as you witnessed it.
15. Debate on some topic of this period. (Check with me on your cnoice of
subject)
.
. N
.
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16. Start a class notebock called, "An American Hall of Fame*. Determine
the names by a majority vote of the class. Admit no one who did not
make a permanent and valuable gift to American life and character.
17. Discuss one of the following: the financial plans of Alexander Hamilton;
the effects of the Jifar of 1812 on Dew England; or the Franch Revolution.
18. The original copy of the Bill of Rights was sold on March 5 , 1959, to a
Dr. Rosenbach of Dew York. Find out what you can about this, and what
usually happens to the original drafts cf amendments to the Constitution.
19. Make a model of a room of the early nineteenth century, or dress a doll
in the costume of that day.
20. Many of you nave lived in foreign countries. From what you have learned
of tnis period, do you notice any similar conditions to what you experi-
enced or saw in these foreign countries to the conditions here from 1790-
1850 ?
21. On April 4, 1959, a Bill was presented in the House of Commons, Ottowa,
Canada, concernina the Maine-Quebec boundary. Find out more about this,
the reasons for its presentation, the attitude of the people affected,
and other points. V»hat relation has tnis bill to a Treaty of Washing-
ton's administration?
22. Carry out an activity of your own choosing. (Check with me on your
choice)
.
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GRAFTER V
SUGGESTED UNIT ORGANIZATION FOR A SENIOR-HIGH-SCHOOL COURSE
General Information
Terminology used .— The terms used in this senior-higi-school unit and
unit-assignment have the same meanings as when used for the junior-high-schoo
unit and unit-assignment developed in the preceding chapter.
Class data .— The general chemistry unit and unit-assignment following
are for use in grade eleven. The course is elective. The class, not exceed-
ing fifteen to twenty in number, meets five times a week, three periods of
fifty minutes each, and two periods of ninety minutes each. Tnis particular
unit would fall towards the close of the school year, it being the last but
one. Therefore, most of the class would be familiar with its use.
Looking at the Various Fields of Organic Chemistry
Unit:— Organic chemistry deals with the enormous number of carbon com-
pounds, possible because of certain properties of carbon. Whereas scientists
originally believed tnat all carbon compounds were related to life, since
Woehler's success, in 1828, of making an organic substance from inorganic
substances, that idea has been modified.
Many phases of our present-day civilization are touched by organic
chemistry. Because organic compounds make up such a large part of our en-
vironment, we should knov/ more about their common applications ana usages,
in order to use and conserve them more intelligently.
- 89 -
-'
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Delimit^ion of unit?
1. Most of the carbon compounds are treated in a special branch of
chemistry movm as organic.
2. The majority of carbon compounds are made up of varying combina-
tions of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen,
5. Carbon compounds occur abundantly in nature: In plants, in animals,
in foodstuffs, in limestone, in marble, in dolomite, to name a few.
4. Carbon compounds are made into many common things: some are clotn-
ing, medicines, dyes, ana manufactured articles,
7^5. The structural formula represents tne arrangement of the atoms com-
posing the molecule. Several compounds may have the same empirical formula.
•^These are called isomers (different forms of the same thing).
6. A hydrocarbon is composed of carbon and hydrogen only.
a. There are indefinite numbers of compounds belonging to the hydro
carbons, known as the methane, ethylene, acetylene, and benzene series. The
first compound in each series is the most common and important for ordinary
use.
an anti-knock.
c. Fuel gases include natural gas, coal gas, water gas, and pro-
ducer gas.
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(1) Water gas is used in households.
(2) Producer gas is used in industries.
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d. Explosive mixtures o^cur when a combustible gas and air com-
bine to burn instantly. Their composition covers a great range.
(1) They are a source of danger in the home and laboratory.
(2) They are a source of power in automobile and gas engines.
e. The ethylene series is unsaturated. fit is represented by the
general formula: CnH2n» An unsaturated carbon compound has at least two car'
bon atoms joined by more than one pair of shared electrons.
7. Substitution products are those in which one or more atoms of a
hydrocarbon are replaced by some element or radical.
8. Hydrocarbon derivatives are secured by substituting one or more
hydroxyl groups for a corresponding number of hydrogen atoms. These are
known as alcohols.
ff. The acetylene series has the general formula: GnH2n-£*
flF(l) Calcium carbide is used to make acetylene and carborundum
(abrasive)
.
(2) The oxy-acetylene flame is extremely hot and is used for
cutting and welding metals.
#g. The benzene series hasiihe general formula: Cnn2n_Q.
a. Halogen substitution products are the most common. Example:
CH4 / 4Cl2~* 4riCl / CCI4
b. Carbon tetrachloride (CCI4) is a common solvent. Commercially
it is known as carbona.
c
.
Carbon disulfide (CS2)
,
a non-halide, is a common solvent.
a. Important alcohols are methyl alcohol (methanol or w^od alcohol)
•
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and ethyl alcohol (ethanol or common alcohol).
*
b. Methanol is a by-product of the distillation of v;ood.
c. Ethanol is secured from tne fermentation of sugar. This al-
cohol is separated from fermented liquids by distillation.
d. Denatured alcohol is ethanol made unfit to drink by tne addi-
tion of some poison.
##9* Ethers are organic oxides.
##a. They have the general formula: R - 0 - R.^'
#b. Common ether is ethyl oxide. ##It is prepared by the action of
sulfuric acid on alcohol.
#10. Aldehydes and ketones are organic family groups.
H
7/#a. Aldehydes contain the group: - 0 " 0. ##Formaldehyae, the most
common, is obtained from partial oxidation of methanol. It (formaldehyde)
has many uses.
R v
Tfffb. Ketones contain the group: R - C — 0. if# Acetone is the most im-
portant ketone.
9
11. Organic acids contain the carboxyl group: - 0 = OH.
#a. They can be made by oxidizing aldehydes and alcohols,
b. Vinegar is the most familiar of organic acids.
12. Carbohydrates are compounds composed of carbon combined with hydro-
gen and oxygen in the proportion in which they occur in water. Examples are
sugar, sierch, and cellulose.
a. Ordinary sugar is made from sugar cane or sugar beet. #0n oeing
boiled with water in the presence of an acid it is converted into (or hydro-
lized into) glucose and fructose.
l/R stands for an organic prefix, as denoted by the formula CnHgn ^ p

(1) Dextrose (glucose) is one of tne first products of digestion
of starch.
(2) Levulose (fructose) is a fruit sugar.
..
b. Starch is obtained commercially from corn and potatoes. #It
may be broken down into glucose by dilute acids, or by an enzyme in sprout-
ing barley. $This change occurs before alcoholic fermentation of grains and
starch. ^By heating starches to 170° to 270° 0, dextrins are formed which
can be more readily digested than stanches.
c. Cellulose constitutes the cell walls of plants.
(1) Cotton, linen, and paper are mainly cellulose, but wool and
silk are not.
(2) ^/Nitrocellulose is made by the action of nitric acid on
cellulose. It is basis for collodion. Celluloid, varnish, lacquer, and cer-
tain classes of smokeless powders.
15. Foods serve as fuel to supply energy for doing work, as fuel to
keep the body warm, and as supply-agent to repair worn-out and growing parts.
a. Four classes of foods are fats, carbohydrates, proteins, and
mineral compounds.
(1) Fats and carbohydrates furnish, primarily, tne necessary
energy.
(2) Proteins (nitrogen compounds) are essential to growing or-
ganisms and' are necessary for replacing wear and tear.
(5) Minerals aid in building bones and blood, as well as regu-
lating the latter. They also aid in digestion.
v/7fb. The average adult needs food to tne extent of about $,000
Calories per day, and which contains 75 grams of protein, besides small but
.
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indispensable amounts of mineral compounds.
jtifc. The Calorie is the amount of heat required to raise a kilogram
of water one degree centigrade.
d. Certain minute amounts of substance have been found to be es-
sential to the diet. Tnese substances are called vitamins.
14. An ester is obtained when an acid and an alcohol react. This is
comparable to an acid and a base reacting, so an ester myist be a salt,
#a. Glycerine plus various organic acids yields animal fats and
oils, and vegetable fats and oils.
b. Vegetable oils differ from animal fats by only a few hydrogen
atoms, T^which can be added artificially by means of a catalyst.
c. Nitroglycerine is an ester. When it is combined with wood dust
(or sawdust) it is well known dynamite.
15. Soaps are salts of fatty acids.
a. Common, or hard, soaps are sodium salts #of oleic, stearic, and
palmitic acids.
b. Soft soaps are potassium salts #of oleic, stearic, and palmitic
acids
.
c. Hard water has in solution substances that react with soap to
form an insoluble soap.
16. Hydrogenation of oils is brought about by using a catalytic agent
to change unsaturated compounds to saturated compounds, the addition being
hydrogen.
17. The development of the coal-tar industries has given us many of our
dyes, medicines, disinfectants, and explosives.
Incidental learning products :-
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2 .
5 .
4
.
5.
6 .
7 .
8 .
9 .
Common prefixes indicating the numbers one through ten are: rneth-, eth-
prop-, but-, pent-, hex-, hept-, oct-, non-, and dec-.
There were good reasons for the passage of the Pure Foods and Drug Act.
However, it is inadequate in its construction.
The pioneers who urged conservation of natural resources knew of what
tney spoke.
There is a close relationship between dyes and explosives, ana it is com-
paratively simple to convert dye manufacturing plants into munitions
plants.
The generally balanced diet of toaay snould yield better people (physi-
cally) than two hundred years ago.
It would be impossible to remember, and unnecessary, the great number of
chemical formulae of organic compounds. However, one should know where
to find them if needed.
Organic chemistry may bring to tneir (the pupils') attention more tningsj,
their environment.
Organic chemistry may increase their (tne pupils') inquisitiveness, in-
directly increasing their interest, and widening tneir outlook.
Organic chemistry snould increase their (the pupils') ability to find
out information for themselves.
9S
n
Testing material: (to be used as check-up, in parts, and as mastery, by se-
lection)
Multiple choice : r lace the number at trie left which best fits or completes
the statement.
1. Organic compounds resemble each otner in that tney (l) are all
found in living things, (2) all comtain oxygen, (2) all contain
carbon, ( 4 ) all are non-polar, (5) all are soluble.
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2. Natural gas is composed chiefly of (l) methane, (2) hydrocarbons,
(5) carbonmonoxide, (4) ammonia, (5) carbondioxide.
p. Commercial products are obtained from petroleum by (l) simple dis-
tillation, (2) compound distillation, (^) synthesis, (4) mass ac-
tion, (5) fractional distillation.
4. Gasoline is preferred to kerosene for use in automobiles because it
(1) gives more power, (2) is more volatile, (5) is less dangerous,
(A) is lighter, (o) is more abundant.
5. Garbontetrachloride is used as (l) an antiseptic, (2) a disinfec-
tant, (p) a flux, (4) a solvent, (5) a tincture.
6. Dextrose is used as (l) an acid, (2) a condiment, (;>) a food-stuff,
(4) an oxidizing agent, (5) a salt.
7. Sugar may be changed to alcohol by (l) fermentation, (2) synthesis,
(5) oxidation, (4) solution, (5) analysis.
8. Calcium-carbide is used to prepare (l) acetylene, (2) carbazol, O)
cal ciumcardonate, (4) carborundum, (5) stalactities.
9. The acid which is contained in vinegar is (l) tartaric, (2) lactic,
(5) acetic, (4) oxalic, (5) citric.
10. Alcoholic fermentation results from the action oh glucose of (l)
bacteria, (2) organic acid, (5) yeast, (4) parasites, (5) light.
11. Cotton fiber i6 nearly pure (l) levulose, (2) dextrose, (5) lactose,
(4) cellulose, (5) invertose.
12. Ordinary soap is a compound of a fatty acid radical with (l) potas-
sium, (2) sodium, (5) calcium, (4) lithium, (5) magnesium.
15.
Foods which contain nitrogen as a part of their composition are (l)
fats, (2) carbohydrates, (p) proteins, (4) hydrocarbons, (5) vita-
mins.
14. Commercial glucose is made from (l) starch, (2) cane sugar, (;?)
fe-aet sugar, (4) cellulose, (5) maltose.
15. Palmitin is contained in (1) butter, (2) soap, (p) petroleum, (4)
coal tar, (5) slag.
16. Stearin is an (l) alcohol, (2) soap, ($) fat, (4) acid, (o) salt.
17. The two elements contained in practically all fuels are carbon and
(l) oxygen, (2) nitrogen, (3) helium, (4) sulfur, (5) hydrogen.
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18. Dextrin is used in the manufacture of (1) looking glasses, (2)
crockery, (5) bleaching powder, (4) soda, (5) paste.
19. Liquid fats may be changed to solid fats by a process called (l)
ozonation, (2) sublimation, ( 5 ) refrigeration, (4) transmutation,
(5) hydrogenation.
_20. The addition of sodium acetate to acetic acid solution (l) activates
tne acid, ( 2 ) decreases the hydrogen ion concentration, ( 5 ) increases
the hydrogen ion concentration, (4) neutralizes the acid, (5) has
no effect.
21. The first aniline dye appeared in 1856 from the laboratory of (l)
Ramsay, (2) Acheson, (^) Perkin, (4) Koehler, (5) Duncan.
22. In order to prevent cider from fermenting, we add (l) sodium
tetraborate, (2) sodium bicarbonate, (;>) sodium benzoate, (4) sodium
stearate, (5) sodium acetate.
23 . Picric acid is made from (l) carbolic acid, ( 2 ) oxalic acid, ( 3 )
acetic acid, (4) phenolphthalein, (5) muriatic acid.
24. The chemical name for 8moth balls* is (l) anthracene, ( 2 ) toluene,
( 5 ) napthalene, (4) benzene, (5) ethylene.
25. Bakelite is used for buttons, umbrella handles, radio sets, electri-
cal machinery, and many other devices. This material is made from
formaldehyde and (1) benzene, (2) benzine, phenol, (4) toluol,
(o) butyl-aldehyde.
26. Etners are organic oxides having the general formula (1) R-O-R,
(2) R-G-OH, ( 5 ) R-C-G , (4) R-O-OK, (5) CH--0-R.
R/ 3
27 . In the ketone group there is one compound tnat is particularly
useful to us in making paint and varnish removers. It is (l) for-
malin, ( 2 ) acetone, ( 5 ) ethyl nitrate, (4) olein, (5) palmitin.
Each of the following questions can be answered by a word, a number, or a
short phrase. At the left of each question write the word, tne number, or
the short phrase tnat answers it.
28. A hydrocarbon is a compound composed of what elements?
29. Lame one important liquid obtained in the refining of crude petro-
leum.
,
50 . .»hat state now ranks as one of the leading states in the production
of petroleum?
31. Name one compound that is produced by the combustion of methane.
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.52 . -/rite the formula for the first compound in the methane series of
comp ounds
.
.55. What property of gasoline and benzene is responsible for the danger
involved in the use of these liquids?
.54. What gaseous hydrocarbon compound that burns with a luminous flarae
is sometimes used in automobile lamps and home lighting plants?
What important by-product of petroleum is uea in paving streets?
.
56 . Write the general formula for the compounds of the methane series.
y{
,
What gas, other than oxygen, is used for welding in garages?
.58. '-rite the formula for one of the chlorine substitution products of
methane
.
,59. What solid product is obtained from Pennsylvania petroleum after
gasoline, kerosene, and higher-boiling oils are removed?
,40. What compound is most abundant in natural gas?
41. Fiame a liquid compound of the mathane series that is insoluble in
water
.
42. What is the formula for marsh gas?
_45. For what purpose is the "cracking process" used in the petroleum
industry?
44. What part of an automobile is used to mix gasoline wioh air?
45. "hat poisonous gas may be formed by the imperfect combustion of
gasoline in automobiles?
,46. From the point of view of density why does water not put out an oil
fire?
,47. Ffom the point of view of mass per unit volume where does the fire-
foam stay so that it will put out the fire?
48. What does firefoam exclude that enables it to put out a fire of
burning gasoline?
49. Name two essential non-combustidle chemicals in firefoam.
,50. In a carbohydrate, there are how many atoms of hydrogen for each
atom of oxygen?
.51. What are compounds called that have the same percentage composition
but different chemical and physical properties?
..
.
,
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52. What is the formula for dextrose?
SJ. What compound of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen is usea as a raw ma-
terial in the preparation of photographic film?
54. Why are the sugag juices evaporated in a vacuum pan at a tempera-
ture of about 66 G, and not under ordinary pressure?
55. What would you ask for at a drug store if you wished to buy a solu-
tion’ of nitrocellulose in a mixture of ether and alcohol?
56. Give the chemical name of the sugar found in milk.
57. What is the chemical difference between pure sugar obtained from
sugar cane and that produced from sugar beets?
58. What substance would you use in the laboratory to test for 6tarch?
59. How would you remove the brown coloring matter from unrefined sugar
solution?
60. What base is used in the production of hard soaps?
6l. Lard substitutes are made from cottonseed oil by what process?
62 . What does soap help to form that is the basis for its cleaning
power?
65 . For what is formaldehyde usea most often?
64. What is the chief source of commercial glycerine?
65. According to common regulations what percentage of acetic acid must
vinegar contain?
Three words in each question following are closely related in meaning or use
or both. At the left of each question write the numbers of tnese three
woras or phrases tnat are related.
66. (l) ozone, (2) alcoho}, (?) volume, (4) yeast, (5) fermentation.
67 . (1) pectin, (^) salt, (?) jelly, (4) ripe fruit, (5) fat.
68. (l) silicon, (2) oil, (?) solid fat, (4) hydrogenation, (5) salt.
69 . (l) ion, (2) marsh gas, (?) methane, (4) anode, (5) hydrocarbon.
70 . (l) electrolysis, (2) water, ( 5 ) marble, (4) sugar, (5) sulfuric
acid.
71. (l) catalyzer, (2) element, ( 5 ) enzyme, (4) air, (5) manganese-
dioxide.
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72. (l) alcohol, (2) indicator, (5) element, (4) gases, ( o) phenolphtha-
lein.
75. (l) sugar, (2) dissociate, (5) solute, (4) ions, (o) alcohol.
74. (l) fruits, (2) acid, (5) gasoline, (4) hydrogen ion, (5) barium.
75. (l) magnesium, (2) milk, (5) hydroxide, (4) lactic acid, (5) lactoau
76. (l) iodine, (2) solvent, (3) gold, (4) alcohol, (5) oxide.
77» (l) nitrogen, (2) argon, (;>) sugar, (4) meat, (o) protein.
73. (l) ferrous, (2) dyestuffs, (5) mordant, (4) lead, (5) alumin-
umhydroxide.
At the left of each question wrime the numbers of tne two words or phrases
with whicn the word at the left is most closely associated.
79. Picric acid (l) explosive, (2) food, (^) burns, (4) salt, (o) liquid.
80. Phenol (l) carbolic acid, (2) chloride of lime, (p) carbonic acid,
disinfectant, (5) roads.
81. Benzene (l) gas, (2) poison, (5) benzol, (4) acid, (8) autoes.
82. Carbon tetrachloride (l) poison, (2) acid, (p) non-combustible,
(4) food, (5) solvent.
85. Fractional distillation (l) ink, (2) gasoline, (3) alcohol, (4) soda,
(5) carbona.
84. Hydrocarbon (l) sugar, (2) natural gas, (?) ammonia, (4) starch,
(5) vaseline.
85. Ethyl alcohol (l) hydrocarbon, (2) lacquer, (^) celluloid, (4) in-
organic, (5) ozone.
86. Methyl alcohol (l) formaldehyde, (2) ethanol, (^) optic nerve, (4)
sugar, (5) vinegar.
87. Acetic acic. (1) coke, (2) chloroform, (^) sugar, (4) iodoform, (5)
fermentation.
88. Rayon (l) wool, (2) cellulose, (?) linen, (4) acid, (5) sodium-
hydroxide.
In the column at the left, place the words missing from the paragraph at the
right. Be sure the numbers correspond.
1. 89. In Figure 1, A represents the textile fiber 1 , S 2 ,
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2. and 0 Pure cotton and linen when ignited will 4 with
p. a flame. Pure silk and wool when ignited will burn and 5
4. Pure cotton and linen can be expressed by the formula 6
5.
6
.
A B
Figure 1
1. 90. In Figure 2, the process by which alcohol is made is called
2. 1
.
Tube G is used to prevent the gas 2 from entering
from the air. Bottle B contains 5 . The substance put in A
4. with the molasses is 4 ./hen the process is working, the
5. gas 5 is given off from A. This gas forms the compound
6. 6 in B. This produces a 7 color. The alcohol is in
7. 8 and can be removed by 9 The technical name for this
8. alcohol is 10 and its formula is 11
'
9.
10
.
11
.
Equations, formulae, and problems:
91. Write a balanced equation for the production of acetylene.
92. If the average composition of gasoline is represented by the formula
OoHig, what equation shows the reaction in the automobile cylinder?
(boaplete combustion)
95* Write a balanced equation showing the final reaction for the change
which yields alcohol from a corn product.
94. Write a balanced equation for the reaction of sodium stearate and cal-
cium chloride.
95. Complete the equation for: GgH^OH / HC^zC^—V ? / ’
96 . Give the chemical formulae for : 1. ethyl alcohol.
2. methanol
—.
.
.
.
.
f
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5 . cane sugar
4. acetic acid
5. pentane.
102
97.
Several of the preceding questions are listed below. After each write
the type of reaction that the chemical equation represents.
USE:
C for direct combination 1. Equation 91
H for simple replacement 2. Equation 92
S for simple decomposition 5« Equation 95
L for reduction 4. Equation 94
D for double decomposition or replacement 5. Equation 95
98, How many pounds of oxygen are required to burn 1 pound of acetylene
^2^2^* equals 12) Assume standard conditions.
99. Under standard conditions what volume of air is required to burn 1,000
cubic feet of methane?
100. A certain substance contains 80% carbon and 20% hydrogen. Its molecu-
lar weight is $0 . iVhat is its formula?
101. Matching test: at the left of each item in column A, write the number
of the item in column B which is most closely associated with it. A
number may be used more than once.
A B
Nitrocellulose 1. Acetic acid
Zymase 2. Hydrogenation of coal
Moth balls 5. In soft soap
Methyl alcohol 4. Pentane
Acetylene 5. Oxy-acetylene flame
Gas oil 6. Abrasive
Toluene 7 . Hydrogenation of oils
Bakelite 8. Made from low-grade coal
Gleaning metal surfaces 9. Sugar
Scouring soap 10. Fehling's solution
To make synthetic gasoline 11. Manufacture of dyes
Producer gas 12. Charcoal
An anti-freeze 1]5. Phenol.
Ethylene 14. An unsaturated hydrocarbon
Temperature at ^500 0. 15. Proteins and vitamins.
From petroleum oil lo. Turpentine
Anaesthetic 17. Formaldehyde
Test for glucose 18. Natural gas
Glyceryl stearate 19. To "enrich" water gas
Olein 20. Paraffin
Burns without a flame 21. Destructive distillation of
Paint thinner 22. An enzyme in yeast
Ethyl alcohol 2p. Made from calcium carbide
'.
.
.
.
t
.
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Me thane
Potassium stearate
Carbolic acid
Vinegar
Aniline
Crisco
Food nutrients
102. Write a general discussion entitled,
ing may serve as an aid:
acetylene series
aldehydes
benzene series
carbohydrates
coal-tar
derivatives
esters
ethers
24. Ether
25. From coal tar
26. Oxalic acid
27. Denatured alcohol
28. Ester
29. Distillation
^O. Fermentation of glucose
pi. Toluol
52. Naphthalene
55* Tn smokeless powder
p4. Peat
55. Iodoform
56. Explosive mixture
"Organic Chemistry". The follow-
ethylene series
foods
fuels
hydrocarbons
ketones
organic acius
petroleum
soaps
How to use testing material :
1. For UNIT ASSIGNMENT questions 1-5, use oral questions and the following
from the TEST QUESTIONS:
1, 2, p, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 17, 22, 24, 26, 29, 50, 51, 52, 55, 54, 55, 56,
57, 58, 59, 4o, 4l, 42, 45, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 66, 69, 71, 72,
75, 74, 76, 81, 82, 85, 84, 85, 86, 90 (if pupil has performed the ex-
periment)
.
2. For questions 6-9, use oral questions and the following:
9, 20, 25, 25, 26, 27, 65, 65, 74, 75, 79, SO, 81, 86, 87.
p. For questions 10 and 11 use oral questions and the following:
6, 7, 10, 11, 15, 14, 18, 50, 52, 55, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 67, 70,
71, 75, 74, 75, 77, 79, 82, 88.
4. For questions 12-14, use oral questions and the following:
12, 15, 16, 19, 60, 61, 62, 64, 68.
5. For questions 15 ana 16, use considerable oral questioning and the fol-
lowing:
*.
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.
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21, 78, 89 (if pupil has performed the experiment).
6. Mastery test :
Make selections from 1-90; and 101. Use 91~100 for the upper group
level.
7. Re-testinr. :
A re-test may be the same as the original test, or it may vary in its
selection of que^^ions. For a general subjective test, question 102
may be used as a re-test, should the teacher so desire.
8. Grading tests :
Grade all tests with reference to the three levels of ability, as indi-
cated in the delimitation of the unit.
Unit assignment:— Introduction: (verbal; on Tuesday, the first day of
tnis unit): "You have just seen tne film, The Evolution of the Oil Industry .
It dealt with a branch of organic chemistry, which in itself deals with the
vast number of carbon compounds.
"The fields covered by organic chemistry tounh most every phrase of
our present-day civilization. The cell, the unit of living matter, is com-
posed of carbon compounds, as are the foods we eat, tne textiles we ’.year,
the wooden houses in which we live, the papers and books we read, the gaso-
line we use, the phones with which we reach people. Dyes, medicines, ex-
plosives, drugs, soaps, perfumes, rubber, are too.
"Identified inorganic compounds number around 2o,000 ana identified
organic compounds number around 220,000, while estimates place the true
number as between 225,000 and 50Q000.
"From the following work you may be able to learn a little of this
great division of chemistry."
(Have someone distribute the activity guides).
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"Please read the suggestions and directions."
Suggestions:
*1. Before you begin your work in organic chemistry, you may find it
helpful to glance over your work on carbon and the carbon oxides, or read
any one of the following references: (all page numbers are inclusive): 1_:
p. 524-552; p. 60-72; 2: p. 590-409; p. 412-450; j>: p. 155-142; p. 145-154;
4: p. 207-225.
2. Days on which you can spend the ninety minute period at your work
you will find better to perform experiments.
Directions:
1. You may work in small groups, if you wish.
*2. Let your Student Committee know what optional work you undertake in
order that plans can be made for exhibits, talks, and other activities, to
be spread over the next four or five weeks.
*5. Unless otherwise stated, only one reference is required for each
question.
*4. ./hen you have completed a division, come to me for a check-up, both
oral and written.
*5. Try and be ready for class discussions at the following times:
Questions 1-5: Friday, first week.
Questions 6-9 : Tuesday, second week.
Questions 10 and 11: Friday, second week.
Questions 12-14: Friday, third week.
Questions 15 and 16: Wednesday, founth week.
General discussion: the following three, four, or five days, as
needed.
Mastery test: taken when you are ready for it, preferably in the
period preceding the general discussion.
"Has anyone a question on the suggestions or directions?” (Questions,
*• < •
• •
*
.
.
.
.
.
-
.
*
.
.
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possibly, and answers).
"Let us look at the first question within the first question, 'what is
tne true meaning of the term "organic chemistry"?' Considering the film on
oil that you have seen, and what you may recall from general science, what
answer can you make to that now?" (Answers, comments, and discussion).
"That is your present understanding of the term 'organic 1 . See what it
will mean to you after you have done the readings tnat are suggested in
question one."
*1. //hat is the true meaning of tne term "organic chemistry?'' Can you
think of a better name for this division of chemistry? If so, defend your
answer:
Readings: 1 : p. 5^0; p. $56 ; 2: p. 66 l, 662; p. 572; 4: p.240, 241.
*2. To what property of carbon do you lay its ability to form so many
compounds? Do its structural formulae assist you in understanding this?
Readings: 1_: p. 540; 2: p. £90-594; 4: p. 55, 56; p. 240.
*5. ••hat are hydrocarbons? Into what common groupings do they fall?
ii'hat fuels seem particularly important to Mr. Average Person?
Readings:
_1: p. 552-557; p. 545-551; 2 : p. 425; p • 440-446; p. 662-669;
1: p. 550-556; p. 469; 4s p. 242-245.
Optional: 5: Exp. 57; p. 124; Acetylene and Methane
5: Exp. 56; p. 126: Gasoline and Kerosene
2.: Ex. 24; p. 191 : Hydrocarbons.
2: Exp. 60; p. 195: Acetylene, Gasoline, and Kerosene.
(iVeanesday, first week) "//hat does substitute mean?" (Answers).
"Please read questions four and five."
4. ./hat are halogen substitution products? How are tney closely re-
lated to hydrocarbons?
Readings: 1 : p. 551, 552; 2: p. 669 , 67O; 5/ 554; ii : P* 245, 256.
—...
*
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Optional: Ji Exp. 6l-Ii, p. 197 : Some Derivatives of tne Hydrocarbon
Methane: Chloroform, Carbontetracnloride, Iodoform.
*5. What are hydroxyl substitution products? i-hat are hydrocarbon
derivatives? Why are they classified separately rather than with hydrocar-
bons?
Readings: 1: p. 340-p45; 2: p. 671-674; p. ^94-p89; 4: p. 247-249.
Required: one of the following:
5: Exp. 59, p. l^O : Alcohol: Its Preparation and Properties.
61 Exp. 55; p. 169 s Destructive Distillation of Soft Goal; of
Wood.
6: Exp. 75; p. 225: Fermentation.
Exp, 59; p. 193 : Destuuctive Distillation of Wood and Goal.
"On the blackboard you see the structural formulae of several compounds.
Why would you call compound five a substitution product of compound one?"
(These compounds are on the blackboard):
¥ ¥ ¥ 4
H - G - H H - 0 - Cl H - 0 - Cl Cl - 0 - ClIII |
H H 01 01
OH4 GHzGl CH2Gl2 GHGLz
1 2 5 4
01 01
CCI4
5
(Questions, answers, comments, and discussions).
"If there are no further questions on question four or five, prior to
studying them, please resume your independent study." (Questions, possibly,
and answers).
(Preparation, testing, and presentation of questions 1-5).
(Thursday, first week) "Questions six through nine form the bases for
nest Tuesday's discussion. Of the four, please take especial note of number
nine. Are there any questions?" (Questions, possibly, and answers).
*6. What are ethers?
Readings: JL: p. ^45; 2: p. 686; p. '$Q5,
* 7 . What are aldehydes?
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Readings:
_1
: p. $52, 3^f; 2: p. 675, 6j6; p. $85; 4: p. 250, 251.
*8. V/hat are ketones?
Readings: 2: p. 677; P* 3^5; 4: p. 212.
*9. What is characteristic of organic acids? Why are they important to
us?
Readings: 1: p. $55, 354; 2: p. 677-679; 2? p. 391-596; 4. p. 251.
Optional: 2 : Ex. 26; p. 207* Acids (Organic)
]_\ Exp. 65; p. 209 : Acetic Acid; Vinegar.
Exp. 66; p. 215 • Fats and Oils.
(Preparation, testing, and presentation of questions 6-9)
•
('Wednesday, second week): “Please read questions ten and eleven."
*10. t.hat is there about carbohydrates that makes tne following state-
ment possible: Among the carbohydrates we find such contradictory possibil-
ities that we feel it is an outstanaing example of Nature's way to provide
for "survival of the fittest*?
Readings
:
Optional
1: p. 257-564 ; 2: p. 687-694; j>: p. 372-382; 4: p. 257-264.
6: Exp. 49-b; p. 150: Carbon as a decolorizer.
6: Exp. 78 ; P« 253 s Starch: Properties, Conversions, and Tests.
2.: Ex. 27; p. 199: Carbohydrates: Sugars, Starch, Cellulose.
2 ; Exp. 62; p. 210: Sugars
2.: Exp. 65 ; p. 203: Starch; cellulose.
*11. What should we know about our personal "fuel* supply?
Readings: l. : P» 367-372; 3. : P» 4o6-4l3.
Required: two of the following (do not take them dealing with the same
subject)
5: Exp. 63 : p. 139 : Components of Food.
5: Exp. 64: p. l4l: Food Components of milk.
5: Exp. 65: p. 144: Testing Foods for Adulterations
6: Exp. 79> 60; p. 235, 237 ; Food Constituents: Fats, Pro-
teins, Carbohydrates.
6: Exp. 81; p, 259 • Constituents of Milk.
Exp. 89; p. 287* Determination of tne Fat Present in Milk.
2: Exp. 90; p. 289i methods for Distinguishing between Butter
and Oleomargarine
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2 : Exp. 91; p. 291 s Action of Preservatives.
(List on blackboard: 6tarch, postage stamps, absorbent cotton, filter
paper, straw, wood, artificial silk, collodion, celluloid, smokeless powder,
lacquer, sugar, corn sirup).
"How look at the list on the blackboard, iihat do you know about the
things listed there? (Answers, comments, and discussions). Why have they
been listed together?* (Answers, comments, and discussion).
"Read question ten through again; can you answer it any better now?
(Answers, comments, and discussion), fou will find that you can answer it
even better after doing the readings for it."
(Preparation, testing, and presentation of questions 10 and 11).
(Monday, third week): "What is the characteristic reaction of an acid
plus a base? (Answers, questions, comments, and discussion.) Check, now,
in one of your books.® (Comments and discussion).
*12. How does an ester remind you of the characteristic reaction of a
base and an acid?
Readings: 1,: p. $6b; 2: p. 680; j>: p. 594, 595; p. 598; 4: 255, 254.
Optional: 6: Exp. Jo ; p. 229s Preparation of Ethereal Salts or Esters.
Exp. 66; p. 215 • Fats and Oils.
"Have any of you ever maae soap, or Hatched soap being made?" (Answers,
comments, and discussion).
(If no one has seen it): "Well then, wnat things have you noticed a-
bout soaps, tnrough observation, advertisements, or some other way?" (Ans-
wers, comments, and discussion).
(if someone has seen it): "Tell us what you noted. (Answer and comments)
In addition, what have some others among you observed about soaps?" (Answers,
: ;
*
*
'•
'
*
*
*
-
*
comments, and discussion).
l^. Why is soap, so commonly used, so interesting?
Readings: 1: p. 565-567; 2: p. 682-665; jit p. 596-598; 4: p. 255-257.
Optional: 5: Exp. 60; p. 155 : Soap: Preparation and Uses.
6: Exp. 77 ’> P* 251: Soap Making.
2* Ex. 51 J P* 259s Saponification.
2: Exp. 74; p. 241: Making Soap.
"What have you seen your motner use for shortening in pastry, or cakes,
or for frying?" (Answers).
"Do you know how these different shortenings, or fats are prepared?
(Possible answers). By doing the readings of question fourteen you can ans-
wer this better. The readings of question fourteen you will see are brief.
*14. Why has the hydrogenation of oils been useful to the housewife?"
Readings: 1_ : P • 5^7; 2: p. 685; P» 295, 296; 4: p. 21.
(Preparation, testing, and presentation of questions 12-14).
(Monday, fourth week) : "How many of you have started the work for
questions fifteen and sixteen?" (Answers).
"V/hat are some of the things suat you nave found of interest thus far
in those questions?" (Answers and comments).
"What questions do these comments raise in the minus of those of you
who haven't yet begun these questions?" (Questions ana comments).
"Try and see how well you can answer your questions after doing your
work.
"
*15. How has the development of the coal-tar industries helped us when
natural resources (other than coal) have been low or inaccessible?
Readings: li p. 464-469; 2: p. 455; p. 599-405; 4: p. 421: Table.
Optional: ]|; Exp. 54: p. 118: Destructive Distillation of Goal
6: Exp. 55; p. 169* Destructive Distillation of Soft Goal;
of Wood.
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*16. What are some of the uses of carbon compounds? .(hat do you find of
interest in textiles?
Readings: 2: p. 466-472.
Optional: 5: Exp. 6l; p. 155: Removal of Spots and Stains.
5: Exp. 62; p. 157 : Textile Fibers.
5: Esp. 81: p. 168: Dyeing.
5: Exp. 82; p. 170: Faints.
6: Exp. 82; p. 241: Substantive, Salt or Direct Colors for
Cotton.
6: Exp. 85; p. 245: Acid Colors.
6: Exp. 84; p. 247: Basic Colors.
2: Exp. 64-ri; p. 205: Textile Fibers.
2 : Ex. 52; p. 245; The Principles of Dyeing.
Exp. 75; p. 245: Use of a Mojrdant in Dyeing.
2: Exp. 88; p. 285: Rubber.
2: Exp. 94; p. 297 : Removal of Stains.
2: Exp. 95; p. 299 • Faints.
(Preparation, testing, and presentation of questions 15 and 16. Tnis
will be followed by tne mastery test, tne periods of general discussion, ad
ditional optional presentations, and any re-testing needed.)
Vocabulary:
1. acetylene series 21. hydrogenation
2. alcohols 22. isomers
5. aldehydes 25 . ketones
4. benzene series 24. methane series
5. carbohydrates 25. minerals
6. carboxyl 26 . organic
7. cellulose 27 . organic acids
8. destructive distillation 28. petroleum
9. empirical 29 . photosynthesis
10. endothermic 50 . proteins
1 1 . enzyme 51 . saponification
12. esters 52 . saturated
15 . ethereal salts 55. starch
14. ethers 54. structural formula
15. ethylene series 55. substitution products
16. exothermic 56 . sugar
17 . fats 57. unsaturated
18. fermentation 58. vitamins
19 . fractional distillation 59 • zymase
20. hydrocarbons 40. derivatives
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Motion picture films :
—
(Silent; available tnrougn tne United States
Department of the Interior, bureau of Mines). Making use of the following
list and of the page references in the pamphlet of the Bureau of Mines,
write the name of a film, that you woulc. like bo have presented, on a piece
of paper and nand to me within inree days. That will make it possible for
us to get one more film by the tnird week.
1. Evolution of Oil Industry.— P.
2. Gasoline. P. 7* (2)
2. Modern Metalworking with the oxy-acetylene Flame. P. 21. (2).
4. Oil Fields of Germany, France, Spain, Morocco, Algeria. P. 9, 10. (2)
5. Oil Fields of Italy, Hungary, tne Danube, Rumania. P. 9* 10. (2)
6. Oil Fields of Mexico. P. 14. (j)
7 . Oil Fields of Poland, Greece, and Egypt. P. 9» 10. (5)»
8. Oil, Mexican Gusher. P. 11. (2).
9. Oil, Story of Lubrication. P. 11 (2).
hj
10. Oxwelding, Pipe Lines for Oil ana Gas. (l).
11. Petroleum, the Liquid Mineral. P. 19. (4)
2j.
/
12. Romance of Rayon. (2).
lj. Refining the Crude. P. 15. (4).
V
14. Sugar (Harvest of the Maple), (l)
15. The Pov/er Within: A Story of the Internal Combustion Engine. P. 14. (2
l/Presented as introductory lesson to organic chemistry.
_g/Page number refers to page in Bureau of Mines pamphlet.
jj/Numoers within parentneses indicate number of reels.
4/Tnis film is not described in ihe Bureau of Mines pamphlet. Its content
is indicated by its title.
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Reading list : arranged in groups of similar books.
Group I:
1. N. Henry Black and James Conant, Hew Practical Chemistry . The Macmillan
Company
,
hew Y .rk
,
1956.
2. Raymond B. Brownlee, Robert >V. Puller, William J. nancock, Michael D.
Sohon, ana Jesse E. Whitsit, First Principles of chemistry . Allyn and
Bacon, Boston. Revised Edition, 1957*
5.
William McPherson, william E. Henderson, and George W. Fowler, chemistry
for Today
.
Ginn and Company, Boston, 1950*
4. J. Ellis Stannard, Modern Textbook in Cnemistry . Academic Book company.
New York, 1950*
Group II:
5. N. Henry Black, Laboratory Experiments in Practical Chemistry . The Mac-
millan Company, New York, 1927.
6. Raymond B. Brownlee, Robert W . Fuller, William J. Hancock, Michael 13.
Sohon, ana Jesse E. Whitsit, Laboratory Exercises in Chemistry . Allyn
and Bacon, Boston. 195^.
7. William McPherson, William E. Henderson, and George W. Fowler, a Labora-
tory .iQrkbook for chemistry
.
Ginn and Company, Boston, 1950*
Group III;
8. Charles E. Dull, Modern chemistry . Henry Holt and Company, New York,
1956 , p. 282-296; p. 678-759.
9. William Lemkin, Visualized Chemistry . Oxford Book Company, New York, 1938.
Group IV:
10. National Encyclopedia . P. F. collier and Son Company, New York, volume
2
.
11. ..or la Book
.
Quarrie Corporation, Chicago, volume C.
Group V:
12. M. M. Mandl, Biology . Oxford Book Company, New York, 1929. p. 151-107.
Ip. Richard .V. Sharpe, General Science
.
Oxford Book Company, New York, 1929*
p. 180-181.
14. J. Ellis Stannard, chemistry
.
Oxford Book Company, New York, 1929, P«
120-1261 p. 151-159.
15.
,
Applied Chemistry. Oxford Book Company, New York,
1927, p. 91-97; p. ; 59-168.
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Group VI
:
16.
Harvey S. Firestone, Jr., The Romance of the Rubber Industry . National
Broadcasting Company, New York, 1952.
17. William Foster, The Romance of Chemistry . The Century company. New fork,
1927, Oh. 21, 22, 24, 25.
18. Major General Amos A. Fries, chemical warfare . McGraw-Hill Company, Inc.
New York, 1921.
19. T. P . Hilditch, A Concise History of chemistry . Methuen ant Company,
London
,
2nd Edition, Revised. 1922, Ch. 6, 7, 6.
Ltd.
20. Lancelot Hogben, Science for tne citizen. Thomas Nelson ana Sons, New
York, 195S.
21. Harry N. Holmes, Out of the Test Tube . R. Long and R. R. Smith, New
York, 1954
,
Ch. 9, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 25 .
22. Harrison L. Howe and Francis M. Turner, Jr. onemistry ana the Home .
Charles Scribner's Sons., New York, 1927.
25
.
Harrison E. Howe, Chemistry in the .world's nork . L. Van Nos-rand Com-
pany, New York, 1929.
24. G. Martin, Modern Chemistry and Its wonders
.
D. Van Nostrand Company,
New York, 1915.
25. Edwin E. Slosson, Creative Chemistry . The Century Company, New York.
Revised Eaition, 1950*
26. "The Story of chemistry 0
.
Popular Science Library
.
P. F. Oollier ana
Sons Company, New York, volume 7, Oh. 5, 22, 25, 28, 29, 50*
27. "The Story of Our Bodies", Popular Science Library . P. F. collier and
Son Company, New York, volume 9, Ch. 5* 4, 15, 18, 19, 22.
28. “The Story of Our Plants", ropular Science Library
.
P. F. collier and
Son Company, New Y0rk, volume 8, Oh. 5.
Reading list : to be used by the teacher. With permission, some of the
brighter pupils may use the list.
1. Harry A. Holmes, Introductory college chemistry . Pne Macmillan oompany.
New York, 1925, p. 270-^26.
2. Harry A. Holmes, Laboratory Manual of chemistry
.
The Macmillan Company,
New York, 1924, p. 67-75*
5. -Villiam McPherson and William E. Henderson, An Elementary Study of Ohem-
• •
t •-
1 '
—
*.
l * l
.
* I
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istry: An Introductory college course . Ginn ana Company, Boston, 1924.
4. James F, Norris t Organic Cnemistry . McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,
New York, 1922.
5.
,
Experimental Organic Chemistry
.
McGraw-Hill Book Com-
pany, Inc,, New York, 1924.
6. Garnett F. Roberts and Howard C. Smith, mastery Units in Chemistry .
Colonial Book Company, New York, 1956*
7. Theodore Colen and Barclay M. Newman, Unit Outlines in Cxiemistry . Col-
lege Entrance Book Company, Inc., New York, 1955.
*Raaio programs :
Monday: 6:00-6:15 P.M.: Science in the News; NBC Red Network.
7*45-8:00 P.M.: Science on the March; NBC Blue Network.
Tuesday: 2:00-2:50 P.M.: Science Everywhere; HBC Blue Network.
Saturday: 6:15-6:50 P.M.: Adventures in Science: CBS Network.
NBC: National broaacastin0 Company,
50 Rockefeller Plaza, New Y0rk, N.Y.
CBS: Columbia Broadcasting System,
485 Maaison Avenue, New York, h.f.
Optional relatea activities:—
1. Two groups prepare a debate on the validity of the term ^organic."
2. Prepare an exhibit of coal-tar products.
5 . Prepare an oral report, a written report, or a demonstration of one of
the following;
-
paint 3 medicines rubber paper making
dyes perfumes rayon southern soft pine
drugs explosives cellophane bakelite
4. Prepare a report on a topic suggested by the readings in references, 12-28
.
5. Write one or more articles for tne school paper about occupations sug-
gested by organic chemistry.
6. Prepare a balanced menu for a day, including the reasons for your se-
lection.
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7.
Discover some people who have made great contributions to organic chemis-
try.
a. Make one or more posters showing tnese men at their work, or tneir
c ontr i buti ons
.
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o. .1/rite a playlet including 3jme of' tnese men.
c. Devise some method of your own to let tne class Know of your findings.
8. Prepare a playlet or a series of tableaux with tne chief characters
Carbon, Hydrogen, and Oxygen.
9. Interview the Chief of the Chemical Warfare at tne Marine Corps Schools,
and report it for the school pa_er.
10. Go to the Power Plant and discuss with the chief engineer the relative
values of coal, oil, and gas as used for heading on tne reservation.
Make a report.
11. ..’hat laws govern the manufacture and sale jf industrial alcohol? Why?
In wnat way is the production of cheap alcohol of benefit to many in-
dustries?
12.
Why does the industrial chemist ana manufacturer need solvents otxier
than water? .(hat are they? What new ones have been introduced ana how
have they changed the paint industry?
15.
What solvents do druggists use? paint manufacturers? perfumers? dry
cleaners? What is tneir relationship?
14. From a small boy's point of view, what most important food woula he
find in Vermont, Nebraska, Texas, Louisiana, and Cuba? ..rite his
diary of a trip to all of these places, telling how it varies, now it
is made, what type of person is doing it, and other things of interest.
15. Find tne relationship among rayon, smokeless powder, *new skin 8
,
writ-
ing paper, and a photographic film. Present your findings.
16. What important changes in our ideas concerning foods caused the passage
of the Pure Foods and Drugs Act in 1906? Does the Act really protect
us? Who administers it?
17. Make a collection of miscellaneous labels covered by the Pure Foods ana
Drug Act, and list conclusions you draw from them. Form this into an
exhibit.
18. Collect and label a set of samples of petroleum products, for the school.
19. Construct models, make drawings, or use some other metnod, to show what
becomes of a barrel of crude oil.
.—
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20. Obtain samples of different kinds of vinegars, evaporate about 55 cc. of
each to dryness on a water bath, and examine the resiaues. Exhibit re-
sults to the class.
21. Collect samples of textiles. Examine with the microscope, wash, dye,
etc., and make a permanent class exhibit.
22. Compose a poem on "Organic Chemistry", or one of its branches.
2^. Make a map of the United States snowing from whence we get useful organic
materials. Use your ingenuity for this.
24. Follow the radio science broadcasts. Whether they be about organic
chemistry or not, post brief resumes (signed) of them on the bulletin
board.
25. Prepare a notebook on organic chemistry, or any sub-division of it.
26. Construct a moael carburetor and explain to class.
27. Develop a related activity of your own choosing.
''
•
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CHAPTER VI
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
If School X should adopt the suggested program of studies, organiza-
tion of courses, placement by standardized tests, and continuous promotion,
it would be a far from perfect school. However, it would be better than
it now is, would give the pupils a far more adequate training than they
are now getting, and would be starting its attack on a r-roblem that will be
ever-present, to some extent, in it.
General findings :— Although all findings are made from inadequate
data, these findings pointed to the fact that School X was not planning its
program of studies, its organization, and its presentation along the lines
of present-day trends, or meeting the requirements of local conditions.
General recommendations:— Keeping the findings in mind, the writer
makes certain recommendations. All of these recommendations are necessari-
ly tentative, as any school organization should be open to constant revision.
The writer recommends:
1. That the program of studies given in Table 15, Chapter II, be
adopted.
2. That the program of studies given in Table 14, Chapter II, serve as
a goal towards which to work.
5. That the courses be organized on the unit and unit-assignment basis,
as illustrated in Chapt ere IV and V.
- 118 -
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That standardized tests be used for classifying all students when
entering School X.
5. That diagnostic tests be used to assist in showing where re-teach-
ing and remedial work should begin,
6. That continuous promotion be put into practice.
»
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APPENDIX A
PROGRAMS OF STUDIES OFFERED IN SCHOOL X, 1938-I959
Taken from the school's Information Bulletin
, p. 2.
Within the High School, the first three years of the following
four year courses with minimum requirements will be offered. The en-
tire planned four year course is given in order tnat students may
have a guide for a complete high school course.
Classical ; 4 years English; 2 years Mathematics; 2 years History;
2 years Science; 4 years Foreign Languages; and 2 years Electives.
Scientific : 4 years English; 5 years Mathematics; 2 years History;
5 years Science; 2 years Foreign Languages; and 2 years Electives.
General : 4 years English; 2 years Mathematics; 2 years Science;
2 years History; and 6 years Electives.
Tables
Table 17 . Percentages of Junior High Schools of Various Types Offering Re-
quired and Elective Work in Certain Specified Fields in Grade
Seven.—'
'
General Type of Junior Hi^h School
Field Level of
Practice^ C-f
1
*<
*
>1 5-5
J-S
6-yr
Und.
2-yr
Jr.
2-4
J-S
TTF
A. A student is required to
take work in the field of:
("2 ) (5) (4) (5V (6) (7)
(l) English T 100 100 98 98 100
(2) Social studies T 98 92 9^ 98 97
l/Adapted from Warren C. Seyfert, School Size and School Efficiency . Harvard
Bulletins in Education, No. 19, Harvard University Oress, Cambridge, 1957*
p. 57.
a/r equals typical, or 50 per cent or more.
Z equals zero, or 15 per cent or less.
I equals Intermediate, or above 15 per cent and below 50 per cent.
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Table 17 (concluded)
General Type of Junior High Scnool
Field Level of 5-yr 5-5 6-yr 2-yr 2-4
Practice Jr. J-S Und Jr. J-S
(1) (2) (5) (4) (5) (6) (7)
( 5 ) Mathematics T 100 92 98 97
(4) Science T 57 56 75 74
(5) Music T 81 60 65 82 64
(6) Physical education T 88 82 72 75 67
(7) Fine a.rts T-I 75 58 59 61 42
B. A stuaent may elect work in
the field of:
(l) Music T 65 72 59 43V 47V
(2) English Z 4 6 4 7 5
(5) Social 6. tudies Z 0 5 4 2 0
(4) Mathematics Z 0 1 2 0 0
(5) Science Z 3 2 5 / 0
(6) Fine arts Z 12 102/ 11 2qC/ 5
( 7 ) Business training Z 5 5 0 iV 0(8) Home economics Z 8 7 6 8
(9) Agriculture Z 0 5
170/ 1u 6(10) Industrial arts z 10 6 /
l 7
c/(ll) Physical training z 8 15
. L_
Table 18. Percentages of Junior High Schools of Various Types Offering Re-
quired ana Elective Work in Certain Specified Fields in Grade
Eighth
General Type of Junior H:Lgh School
Field
Level of
Practi ce
5-yr
Jr.
5-5
J-S
6-yr
Und.
2-yr
Jr.
2-4
J-S
(1)
A. A student is required to
take work in the field of!
(2) (5) w (5) (6) (7)
(l) English T 100 100 98 98 100
(2) Social studies T 96 98 96 96 100
(^) Mathematics T 98 100 92 98 94
b/One group of schools of this type falls below tne general level of practic
for all size-type groups as indicated under General Level of Practice.
c/One group of schools of this type exceeds the general level of practice
for all size-type groups as indicated under General Level of Practice.
2/Op. cit., p. 59.
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(concluded)
1 in i ii i ii i ill
General Type of Junior High School
Field Level of
Practice
5-yr
Jr
.
5-5
J-S
6-yr
Und. ,
ro
kj
<<;
•
2-4
J-S
(1) (2) (5) (4) (5) (6) (7)
(4) Science T 84
1%/
72 77 80
(5) Music T 70 65 75 61
(6) Home economics T 76 64 67 77 70b/64^( 7 ) Industrial arts T 74 57 52 68
(8) Physical education T 83 35 72 75 70
( 9 ) Fine art3 T-I 61 47 59 57 42
(10) Business training Z-I 16 .
15^
20 6 5 0
(ll) Foreign language Z 9 / 6 1
6& 8
(12) Agriculture Z 2 4* 10 2 8
B. A stuaent may elect work i
the field of:
(l) Music
n
T-I 57 72 59 40 47
(2) Home economics Z-I 25 20 11 11 11
( 5 ) Business training Z-I 27 16 .
19^
1 18
17
c/
(4) Physical education z 9 10 7
(5) English z 10 7 7 9 5
(6) Social studies z 4 4 4 7 0
(7) Mathematics z 5 5 2 2
/ 0(8) Science z 7 6 6 ’ 9 -
( 9 ) Agriculture 1 z 2_ 5_ 0 2 6
Table 19. Percentages of Junior High Schools of Various Types Offering Re-
quired yand Elective .Vork in Certain Specified Fields in Grade
fine.
General Type of Junior High School
Course Level of
Practice
5-yr
Jr
5-5
J-S
o-yr
Und
.
2-yr
Jr.
2-4
J-S
a)
A. A student is required to
take v/ork in the field of:
(2) (5) (4) (5) (6) (7)
(l) English T 99 / 985^
,
96 100
40^ t
97
(2) Science
b/same as foot-note b/p. 121
c/same as foot-note c/p. 121
T 49^ 1 \ 58
l/Op. cit.
,
p. 4l.
a/One group of schools of this type falls below the general level of prac-
tice for all size-type groups as indicated under General level of Practice.
c/Two exceptions to the general level of practice amon^ schools of tnis type.
..
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Table 19. (concluded)
General Type of Junior Hi,fh School
Course Level of 2-yr 2-2 6-yr 2-yr 2-4
Practice Jr. Jr. Und.
.
Jr. J-S
(1) (2) (5) (A) (5) (6)
a.
' (7)
(5) Physical education T 87 82 72 46^ 67
(4) Social studies T-I 68 46 42 , 26
(5) Music I 24 20 f 22
(6) Fine arts I-Z 26 14 9 4 3
(7) Commercial studies Z 15 1 2 7 2
(8) Agriculture Z 2 2 6 0 8h/14-^Z(9) Foreign language Z 8 7 7 10
B. A student may elect work ii 1
the field of:
(l) Music T 69 78
.j
8>
/ 22
79. ,75, ,V5?b/
29
(2) Social studies
( 5 ) Science
I
I
28
48
6&
57^
(4) Agriculture I 7^ 2Z 19 24 19
( 5 ) English I 27 19 11-^V 14 22
(6) Physical education I-Z 11
—
18
--J5 . . 1.7. ...
Table 20. Percentage of Senior High Schools of Various Types Making Certain
Requirements ,and Permitting Certain Elections in Grades Ten, Eleven
and Twelve.-9
General Tjvrpe of Senior Iash School
Course Level of
Practice
2-yr
Jr.
2-2
Jr.
6-yr
Und.
2-yr
Jr.
1”?
C\f
pj
(1)
1. In grade ten a student
is required to take work
in the field of:
(2) (2) (A) (8) (6) (7)
a. English T 98 97 96 100
45— i/
9A
V 67b. Physical education T 55 79 70
l/0p. cit.
,
p. 178-179. Adapted from Table 52*
a/One group of schools of this type fails below the general level of practice
for all size-type groups as indicated under General Level of Practice.
b/One group of schools of this type exceeds the general level of practice
for all size-type groups as indicated under General Level of Practice.
c/Two exceptions to general level of practice among schools of this type.
a/Letters a, b, and c, have same meanings throughout Table 20.
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Table 20. (continued)
General Type of Senior High School
Practice
Level of
Practice
5-yr
Sr.
2-4
J-S
6-yr
Und.
4-yr
Sr.
2-4
J-S
(1) (2) (5) (4) (6) (!Vc. Science I 18 27 19
d. Music I-Z 15 11 21 9
e. Foreign language z 2 4 14 6
f. Fine arts z 1 7 4 5 6
g. Commercial studies z o o & 6 >h. Home economics z 7 11 9
i. Industrial arts z 4 5 2 5 6
2. In grade ten a student
may elect to work in the
field of:
90^a. Music
5. In grade eleven a studen
T
t
82 82 81 76
is required to take work
in the field of:
a. English T 95 91 88 97 , 92
b. Physical education T 50 iv 55, ,9^ S'c. Mathematics Z 11 6
d. Science I-Z 10 17 16 9 21
e. Foreign languages Z 1 6 7 0 5
f. Fine arts Z « 4 > 0 18^g. Music z 10 10 9
h. Commerical studies z 4 6
f
10 6 9
i. Home economics 4 6 5 5 6
j . Industrial arts i Z
4. In grade eleven a student
5 4 2 5 6
may elect work in the
field of:
46^a. Social studies T 7^ 55 75 75
b. Mathematics T 87 80 86 88 79
c. Science T 88 86 .
82^/$
80 94 82
d. Foreign languages T 97 84 90 82
e. Music T 92 82 88 76
f. Commercial studies
5. In grade twelve a studen
T
t
94 71 94 79
is required to take work
in the field of:
a. English T 70 65 72 66 85
b. Social studies T 66 72 74 72 70
c. Physical education I-T 59 72 50 29 46
d. Science I-Z 8 17 18 9 24
-.
.
Table 21. (concluded)
General Type of Senior High School
Practice Level of 3-yr 2-4 6-yr 4-yr 2-4
Practice Sr. J-S Und. Sr. J-S
(1) (a) (5) (4) (5) (6) (7)
e. Mathematics z 4 6 4 5 9
f. Foreign languages z 1 6 2 0 5
g. Fine arts z 2 4 10,
,16^
0
h. Music z 10 9
i. Commercial studies z 4 9 6 9
j . Home economics z 7 4 5 5
k. Industrial arts z 5 1 2 5 6
6. In grade twelve a student
may elect work in tne fiel d
of:
a. Social studies T 85 54^/ 81 52
b. Mathematics T 37 79 75 75 75
c. Science T 92 80
,
80£/
82 91 85
d. Foreign languages T 95 66 88 76
e. Music T 90 82 88 76
f. Commercial studies T 92 68 94 79
g. Physical education I 57 21 20 29 IS
Key for Use with Tests in the United States History Unit
Chapter IV
Mastery test Is
I. 1. 5 V. 1. 8 VIII. 12. 19
2. 11 or 15 2. 15 15. 9
5. 15 or 11 5. 1
4. 17 4. 5 IX. 1. 21
5. 2 5. 7 2. 12 or 22
6 . 15 6. 11 5 . 22 or 12
7. 7 7. 10 or 15 4. 18
8. 16 8 . 15 or 10 5. 15
9. 14 9. 4 6. 9 or 25
10. 1 10. 17 7. 25 or 9
8 . 15
II. 1. 5 or 7 VI. 1. 8 9. 6
2
. 7 or 5 2 . 7 10 . 5
5 . 6 or 11 5. 10 11. 19
4. 11 or 6 4. 19 12. 7
5. 1 or 9 5. 17 15. 25
6. 9 or 1 6. 5 14. 1
7. 4 7. 16 15. 16
8. 2 8. 11
9. 14 9. 2 y,:. 1 . 5
10. 18 2. 8
125
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III. 1. 11 (VI) 11. 1 (x) p. 7
2. 4 4. 11
5. 2 VII. 1. 9 5. 5
4. 5 2. 2
5. 18 P« 1 XI. 1. 7
6. 12, 15, 17, or 20 4. 11 2. 11
7. 15, 17, 20, or 12 5. 8 5. 2
8. 17, 20, 12, or 15 6. 10, 14, or 16 4. 5
9. 20, 12, 15, or 17 7. 14, 16, or 10 5. 12
10. 8 8. 16, 10, or 14 6. 9
11. 10 9. 12 7. 14
12. 4 8. 17
VIII. 1. 18 9. 15
IV. 1. 6 2. 21
2. 15 5 . 10 or 15 XII. 1. 5 or 14
5. 15 4. 15 or 10 2. 14 or 5
4. 11 5. 1 7, or 12
5
. 7 6. 8 4. 7 , 12, 0r 5
6. 2, 5, or 9 7. 11 5. 12, 0r 7
7. 5, 9, or 2 8. 5 or 7 6. 9
8. 9> 2, or 5 9. 7 or 5 7. 15
9. 10 10. 2 8. 2
11. 22 9. 15
Check-up test 4: Delimitation of unit. items 1 through 11.
Check-up test 5: Delimitation of unit. items 12 through 24a.
Check-up test 6: Delimitation of unit. items 24b through 4*.
Mastery test 2: Question 1: 20 18 15 10
15 5 16 1
4 17 7 2
8 9 l4
Question 2: Delimitation of unit, items 1 through 4^.
Ranking of tests: In ranking these tests, due consideration of ability of
the pupil will be taken.
I 1. 5
2
.
1
5 . 5
4
. 2
Key for Use with Testing Materials in tne Chemistry Unit
Chapter V
45. Carbon monoxide 86. 1, ^
46. Water sinks or oil 87 . 5 > 5
floats 88. 2, p
47. On top of oil
J

5. 4 48.
6. 5 49.
7. 5
8. 1 50.
9. 5 51.
10. 5 52.
11. 4 55.
12. 2 54.
15. 5
14. 1
15. 1 55.
16. 5 56.
17. 5 57.
16
. 5 58.
19. 5 59.
20. 2
21. 5
22. 5 60.
25. 1 61.
24. 5 62.
25. 5 65.
26. 1
27. 2 64.
23. Carbon / Hydrogen 65.
29. Gasoline or benzene
or kerosene or fuel oil 66.
50. California or Oklahoma 67.
or Texas 68.
51. Carbon dioxide or 69.
water 70.
52. 0H
4
71.
55. Volatile liquids or 72.
low boiling temperature 75*
54. Acetylene 74.
55. Asphalt 75.
56. Asphalt 76.
57. Acetylene 77.
56. CHCU or GHpClp
or CHC15 or CCI, 78.
59. Paraffin
4
79.
4o. Methane 80.
4i. Pentane or hexane 81.
42. CH 82.
45. To^obtain higher yield 85.
of gasoline 84.
44. Carburetor 85.
86.
87.
38.
Oxygen 89.
Aluminum hydroxide
or carbon momoxide
2
Isomers
°AS6
.
Cellulose
Boiling point lower, 90<
prevents charring of
Gofl oai on
Lactose
None
Iodine
Filter through bohe-
black or activated
charcoal
NaOH
Hydrogenation
Emulsions 91.
Disinfectant or
antiseptic
By-product of soap 92.
industry
at least 4 per cent
95.
2, 4, 5
1, 5, 4
2, 5, 4 94.
2, 5, 5
1, 2, 5
1, 5, 5
1, 2, 5 95.
2, 5, 4
1, 2, 4
2, 4, 5 96.
1, 2, 4
1, 4, 5
2, 5, 5
1, 5
1, 4
5, 5
5 , 5
5, 5
2, 5
2, 5
1, 5
5, 5
2> 5
97.
98.
99.
1. silk
2. cotton
5.
wool
4 . burn
5. produce foul odors
°- (°6Hlo0i x
1 1. fermentation
2. 00^
5. limewater; Ca( 0H )2
4. yeast
5. C0 2
6. GaCo v
7. white; milky
8. A
9. distillation
10. etnyl alcohol
11. CgH^OH
CaGp / 2HQ) Ca(0H) 2
/ 6^2
2GpH 1 o / 2o0p-»l3 HpO
AJ8o2
2 ^
20#50H f-
2Ha(0 Ji 000) / 0a01
-•> C4(£!17HjSC00) c /
2JiaCl
1. GpH.OH
2. GH x0H
5* cA 2°6
4. Hci^
5.
1. D
2. L
5. s
4. D
5. D
5 lbs.
10,000 cu. ft.
127
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.
101. 55 8 20
22 8 16
52 27 50
21 lb 18
25 5 5
19 20 15
25 24 l
17 10 11
26 28 7
z'
o 28 15
102. Delimitation of Unit, p. 2-6; and optional related activities of the
individual pupil.
Letter sent to state departments of education, requesting; state re-
quirements in program of study :
95 Dean Road,
Brookline, Massachusetts.
October 20, 1958.
State Superintendents of Schools
Department of Education
Dear Sir:
In my thesis for my master's degree, I wish to make comparisons
of various programs of study in the United States. Among them I would like
to include some from your state, grades seven through twelve.
Would you be kind enough to send me a copy of your state program
of study, or a list of any courses of study required throughout your state?
Enclosed is a stamped, addressed envelope for your convenience.
Let me thank you in advance for this information.
Very truly yours,
Evelyn Ranlett.
Letter sent to various city and town superintendents, requesting copies
..
_
l
.
'
of their uro.L-.rams of study :
95 Dean Road,
Brookline, Massachusetts.
October 22, 1958.
Superintendent of Schools
>
Dear Sir:
In ray thesis for my master's degree, I wish to make comparisons
of various programs of study in use in schools tnat supply the
School,
,
with pupils.
I am the general supervisor of that school and am on a year's leave of ab-
sence.
Would you be kind enough to send me, at my expense, your pro-
grams of study for grades seven through twelve?
Enclosed is a stamped, addressed envelope for your convenience.
Let me thank you in advance for this information.
Very truly yours.
Evelyn Ranlett
..
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ADDITIONAL TEST INFORMATION
Table 21. Alternate Tests to Be Dsed in Measuring Achievement and General
Intelligence.
Name of Test What It Tests Grade
Level
Reliability
Coefficient,
or Remark
(1)
Illinois Examination II
(2)
Achievement and
(3) (4)
(2 forms)
Modern School Achievement
Intelligence 6-8 0.920
(2 forms)
Modern School Achievement,
Achievement 6-3 0. 940 - 0.970
(for single grade)
Short Form (2 forms)
Pirtner Educational Achieve-
Achievement 6-8 0.920 - 0.960
(for single grade)
ment (forms A,B,C,D, with
alternates)
Progressive Achievement,
Achievement 6-8 0.920
( Spearman-Brown
formula)
Intermediate Achievement 7-9 0.900 - 0.960
Advanced
Public School Achievement
Achievement 9-12 0.900 - 0.960
(4 forms, 3 batteries
Dearborn Group, Series 2
Achievement 6-8 0.950 + 0.002
(Pearson Product-
Moment, 1:2; Grade
7, form 3: 0.897)
(forms C and D)
Detroit Intelligence,
Intelligence 6-9 Grade 6: 0.920
Grade 7: 0 . 900
Grade 8: 0.840
Grade 9: 0.880
(Spearman-Brown)
Alpha, Forms M and R Intelligence 6-9 0.854 - 0.907
Advanced, Forms V and W
Haggerty Intelligence
Intelligence 9-12 0.652 - 0.820
(Correlated with
test such as the
Stanford)
Examination, Delta 2 Intelligence 6-9 0.900
..
•
<
.
.
Table 21. (concluded)
Reliability
Name of Test What It Tests Grade
Level
Coefficient,
or Remark
a) (2) (s) (4)
Kuhlmann-Ander son
Miller Mental Ability
Intelligence 6-12 No figures given;
widely used
(forms A and B)
National Intelligence,
Intelligence 7-12 0.860 - 0.910
(Pearson Product-
Moment)
Scales A and B (5 forms
each)
Otis Self-Administering Tests
of Mental Ability,
Intelligence 6-8 Administer both, for
comparison
Intermediate (forms A,B,C,D ) Intelligence 6-9 0.948
(Between forms A and
B)
Higher (forms A,B,C,D) Intelligence 9-12 0.921
(Between forms A and
B)
Pressey Senior Classification Intelligence 7-12 Easy to give
Pressey Senior Verifying
Terman Group Test of Mental
Intelligence 7-12 Easy to give
Ability (forms A and B) Intelligence 7-12 Widely used
When purchasing tests for use, the purchaser must also consider, be-
sides the criteria suggested in Chapter III, page 51, both the time needed
to administer the test and the cost of securing the tests. Table 22 pre-
sents both of these items. Please note that the cost is given without
postage, which is additional. Therefore, the writer selected for use at A
School X those tests available from the nearest publisher.
Table 22 . Time Needed for and Cost of Standardized Tests.
Name of Test Timp Needed to Price of
Administer Test Tests
A. Tests mentioned in Table 16 rsy
Myers-Ruch
New Stanford Achievement
Metropolitan Achievement
Otis Classification
Sones-Harry
_
1 hr.
2 hr. 50 min.
3 hr. 45 min.
1 hr.
2 hr. 45 min.
$1.30 / 25
1.10 / 25
1.15 / 25
1.10 / 25
1.90 / 25
~ -V-r-
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Table 22. (concluded)
Name of Test Time Needed to
Administer Test
Price of
Tests
(1)
Standard Graduation Examination
(2)
4 hr. 10 min.
(5)
$1. 25 / 25
Otis Group Intelligence 1 hr. 1.25 / 25
Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability 30 min. .85 / 25
B. Tests mentioned in Table 21
Illinois Examination II 1 hr. 4.00 / 100
Modern School Achievement 3 hr. 7.20 / 100
Modem School Achievement, Short Form 1 hr. 45 min. 5.00 / 100
Pintner Educational Achievement 20 min. 4.00 / 100
Progressive Achievement 2 hr. 30 min.
.15/1i/Ianual
1.50 / 25
Public School Achievement
Form A 3 hr. 5 min. 5.00 / 100
Form B 1 hr. 45 rain. 3.00 / 100
Form C 50 min. 1.75 / 100
Dearborn Group Tests, Series 2
Form C 30 min. .65 / 25
Form D 35 min. .65 / 25
Detroit Intelligence
Alpha 45 min.
,
. 3.00 / 100
Advanced 40 min. 3.00 / 100
Haggerty Intelligence Examination 25 min. 1.10 / 25
Kuhlmann-Anderson — 1.25 / 25
Miller Mental Ability 40 min.
.75/kanual
.80 / 25
National Intelligence 20 min.
. 15/Manual
1.25 / 25
Otis Self-Administering Tests of
Mental Ability 20 - 30 min.
-80 / 25
Pressey Classification 16 min. 1.25 / 100
Pressey Verifying IS min. 1.25 / 100
Terman Group Test of Mental Ability 35 min. 1.20 / 25
-.£ ..; r ’
.
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